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The President's Corner 
We are half-way into the first year of what promises to be an exciting decade for 
Whittier College and the campus is bustling with activity. Dotty and I are both 
pleased by the enthusiasm that is being generated in many areas. 
The members of the Board of Trustees have been most generous in their backing 
of the Phonathon and in their support of the plans we have outlined together 
for the future. Some of these plans are beginning to take shape. We have a fine 
institution and our faculty are exceptional in their credentials and in their devotion 
to teaching. Surely this is what is of greatest importance to a college. We can 
not attract students, nor educate them and lift their vision, unless we provide a 
learning experience of high quality. 
There is another facet of Whittier College that contributes greatly to the quality 
of life and learning and that is the appearance of the campus itself. With the 
appointment of Bill Leland as Manager of Buildings and Grounds, strides are being 
made in enhancing that appearance. Much necessary work is being done by way 
of landscaping and structural improvements, and I am confident that, again with the 
full cooperation of the Board, the College will present an atmosphere of charm and 
sparkle long before we celebrate our centennial. 
The Admissions Office is redoubling its recruiting efforts, aided by faculty, 
student and alumni volunteers. Alumni contributions are up substantially over last 
year. We have had some really fine concerts, plays and special lectures on campus, 
and the Rock continues to receive a fresh coat of paint almost daily! 
The overall scene is one of optimism and this is most gratifying to me in this, 
the first year in which I have the honor of serving as your President. 
Eugene S. Mills 
The Quaker Heritage made visible... 
Inherent Values 
Charles W. Cooper 
At the top of the memorial wall in the Bonnie 
Bell Wardman Library are the words: 
Enlightenment--Brotherhood __Peace* 
Below these are six sculptured scenes that symbolize 
the heritage that proudly distinguishes Whittier 
College from the other colleges and universities of 
Southern California. In subtle ways the values 
inherent in these bas-reliefs continue to shape the 
educational program of the college, interpersonal 
relations on campus, and involvement of faculty 
and students in the wider community. 
Every alumnus knows, of course, that this, his 
alma mater, was "founded by Quakers" (Friends) 
toward the end of the last century for the educa-
tion of their youth and others in the new town on 
the hillside of wild mustard within distant sight of 
Los Angeles. However much the scene has changed 
in ninety-odd years, Whittier College has not lost 
certain of the qualities that marked the sturdy 
religious faith of its founders. 
Trying to understand this heritage takes us back 
to 1650 in the history of England. It was the tur-
bulent time of the Civil Wars—Caviiers and Round-
heads, King Charles I beheaded and grim Oliver 
Cromwell soon to be Lord Protector—tension be-
tween the Established Church and Nonconformists, 
including Catholics, Baptists, Separatists . . . and 
Quakers. 
Many town and country folk had been seeking 
they knew not what in those confused times. Some 
of them were spellbound by the charismatic mess-
age that George Fox preached at crossroads and 
marketplace. However inoffensive his religious 
views may seem to us in the 1980's, they were 
dangerously radical in their day. 
For Friends of Truth (as they called themselves) 
believed that every man—every woman too—of 
*As 
 President of Whittier College, Dr. Paul S. Smith 
commissioned Albert Stewart of Claremont to 
design and create the memorial wall. 
whatever creed, class, or color, is equally worthy of 
respect as each possesses within him "that of God" 
as part of his nature. Each potentially has direct 
access to the Light. These Friends felt no need for 
the Established Church, its priests and ritual, so they 
did not attend its services or pay tithes as required 
by law. They worshipped in field or cottage or 
plain meetinghouse "waiting upon the Lord" and 
led by "the Holy Spirit." 
Arrested for nonconformity, they refused to 
doff their hats in the courtroom as recognition 
that the judge was placed "above" them, and they 
refused to take the oath, for the Bible says "Swear 
not at all." Imprisoned in miserable jails, they then 
cheerfully ministered to criminal and pauper as 
being their brothers and sisters—and they befriended 
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their jailors too. Hundreds of these Quakers (as 
they were derisively called) died from their suffer-
ings in prison. 
Friends gradually won grudging respect for their 
sincerity and integrity. Though further laws were 
made to force them and other dissenters to conform 
to the state religion, their stubborn perseverance 
at last won for them, and for all of us, the religious 
and civil liberties that we take for granted today. 
Many Friends emigrated to the New World, 
carrying with them their liberating message, but in 
the American colonies they again met persecution—
indeed four Quakers were hanged on Boston com-
mons! They needed a colony of their own. 
As you start up the stairs of the Library, pause a 
moment to look at the first pair of bas-relief panels. 
Here is William Penn treating with the Indians, 
a scene well-known in American colonial history. 
While a student at Oxford in 1660, young Penn 
had come in contact with Quakers and their beliefs. 
Expelled from the University for his own non-
conformity, he was sent off to travel abroad, then 
to study law in London before going to Ireland to 
manage the estates of his influential father, Admiral 
Sir William Penn. Here again he heard Friends preach 
their simple message, and he threw in his lot with 
them, at times even sharing their imprisonment. 
In 1961, William Penn secured the grant of a 
vast tract of lands in America from King Charles II 
in settlement of a debt owed to Penn's deceased 
father. These lands, to be called Pennsylvania in 
honor of the Admiral, were secured thus from the 
English Crown that claimed them—but Penn then 
also bought them from the Delaware Indians. 
Not bearing arms, Penn went in friendship to 
his Redskin brothers, smoked the peace pipe, and 
treated with them. Voltaire called this "the only 
treaty never signed and never broken." And Penn 
hoped to establish his Pennsylvania colony as an 
ideal commonwealth for Quakers and other settlers. 
All were welcome to come and to enjoy religious 
freedom. 
Within a generation, however, Friends became 
outnumbered in the colony and lost control of it. 
Under Penn's heirs and successors, who were not 
Quakers, began the exploitation that led to warfare 
with the Delaware Indians and finally their virtual 
extermination! 
However, Friends themselves, both in Penn-
sylvania and in other colonies, continued to befriend 
the Indians, standing with them against ruthless 
white settlers and the manipulations of government. 
The disregard of Indians' treaty rights, the usurpa-
tion of their best lands, the destruction of their 
culture, the desecration of their holy places are 
wrongs that Quaker groups still work to redress. 
At Whittier College, Orville Mendenhall (presi-
dent) and Wallace "Chief" Newman (coach) were 
notably proud of their North American Indian an-
cestors. Through the years, and now increasingly, 
most of the Whittier students of Indian descent 
have their native roots south of the Border. 
On the sculptured wall next to Penn treating 
with the Indians is the bas-relief of Levi Coffin 
supporting an exhausted fugitive slave in need of 
food and shelter before being helped along to 
safety and freedom. 
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A century earlier, Friends had taken Negro 
slavery for granted, failing to see much difference 
between this and other then-accepted forms of 
forced labor—apprenticeships, indentured servants, 
impressed seamen, army conscripts. So, the African 
slave trade, the buying and selling of Black servants 
and field hands, and the plantation system were 
simply a part of the American scene. 
Then a quiet tailor in Mount Holly, New Jersey, 
closed his shop and set about awakening his fellow 
Quakers to the enormity of Slavery! This John 
Woolman travelled from meeting to meeting and 
into the South, where many Friends, caught up in 
the slave economy, owned Negro servants and farm 
hands. Those Quakers whom Woolman convinced 
freed their slaves and, impoverished, moved their 
families north into Ohio and Indiana, or farther 
west into the "free" territories. 
Friends such as Levi Coffin in Indiana were 
leaders in the Anti-slavery movement. They and 
their wives were "conductors" on the "Under-
ground Railroad" and defied the Fugitive Slave 
Laws as they passed runaway Blacks along from 
one "station" to another until they reached a 
haven farther'north or in Canada. 
New England Quakers also were prominent Abo-
litionist leaders, speaking, writing, publishing in 
their struggle to end slavery in the United States. 
In this effort they were violently opposed by fellow 
citizens even in the North—their meetings disrupt-
ed, their speakers assailed, their presses destroyed. 
It was to be a hundred years from the time of 
John Woolman's earnest advocacy until, in the 
midst of the Civil War, President Lincoln issued the 
historic Emancipation Proclamation. It was to be 
another century until the assassination of Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr. punctuated with violence 
the continuing struggle to gain for all Black Ameri-
cans their rights to vote, to civil liberties and edu-
cation, to equal opportunity in housing and employ-
ment. In this broad effort Friends have played and 
still play a part. 
One of the first settlers in Whittier was a Negro 
family whose children were pupils in the academy, 
already known as Whittier College. After graduation, 
one of these students, George Anthony, went on to 
become a medical doctor. Though Black students 
were not numerous on the campus through the early 
decades, such men as "Puss" Thompson, Randy 
Carter, Bill Brock, Herman and Charles Reed partici-
pated notably in sports, student life and govern-
ment. Bill Kelley (in 1959) and Stan Sanders (in 
1965) served as student body presidents, as does 
Ben Davis today. Kelly became a career officer in  
the Navy; Sanders was the first Whittier graduate 
to be named a Rhodes Scholar, followed in 1976 
by yet another outstanding Black student, Darrell 
Walker. Sanders, now a prominent corporation 
attorney, serves on the Whittier College Board of 
Trustees, and Walker is now studying law. 
The pluralistic reality of American society is 
evidenced today by the substantial number of 
Whittier College students of varied ethnic back-
grounds who are active in campus life. What a 
notable representation of the races of mankind: 
Afro-American, Amerindian, North and Central 
European, Arabic, Semitic, Oriental, Polynesian! 
This, too, is an ongoing expression of Friends' 
central belief in the essential worthiness of all 
persons, and is an aspect of Whittier's Quaker 
heritage . 
On the second level of the Library wall there 
are again two sculptured panels. One depicts 
Elizabeth Fry in Quaker bonnet and shawl read-
ing to women prisoners in London's infamous 
Newgate prison. 
Two centuries before the Suffragettes and 
three before the present Women's Movement, 
women were fully accepted in the Society of 
Friends on terms of full equality with men. They 
spoke in meetings for worship and business, they 
ministered in market place and as missionaries, 
they stood up against authorities who restricted 
their freedom of worship and they suffered im-
prisonment. Mary Dyer was one of those Quakers 
hanged on Boston commons! Friends women be-
friended the Indians and helped runaway Blacks 
to escape. They gave themselves in sacrificial ser-
vice as nurses in time of plague and war. Many 
devoted their lives to teaching and social work. 
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Notable among these was Elizabeth Fry, 
daughter of a prosperous banker. In 1817 she 
organized an effort to improve the sad lot of 
the women in Newgate . Her work for prison re-
form was shared by her younger brother, Joseph 
John Gurney, a zealous speaker who stirred in 
many American Quakers a new spirit and was 
active in their efforts to free the enslaved. 
Quaker women became leaders in improv-
ing the status of all their sisters. Lucretia Coffin 
Mott, who had been active on behalf both of 
Negroes and Indians, joined Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton in calling the first Women's Rights Con-
vention in 1848. Another Quakeress who helped 
to secure for American women the right to vote 
was Susan B. Anthony, honored today by the 
new one-dollar coinage—that is as unpopular now 
as her cause was then! 
It was during the Civil War that Lucretia Mott 
and her husband helped to found Swarthmore 
College, one of the first in the East to be co-
educational. In the West, women joined actively 
in establishing Whittier as a coeducational academy! 
college. From the first they have served on its 
Board of Trustees. Women as scholars and pro-
fessors have continued to add their strength to the 
Whittier College faculty, and women students have 
contributed leadership and won their share of 
honors—two becoming student body presidents: 
Virginia Valentine Johnson in 1954 and Katy 
Murphy in 1976. 
A distinguished alumna, Lou Henry Hoover, 
student in the early Whittier academy, was later 
First Lady of the land, one of the campus buildings 
now bearing her name. Beverly M. Stauffer, and 
Bonnie Bell Wardman are but two of the women 
whose farsighted generosity made possible impor-
tant campus buildings. 
Friends have not been alone, of course, in be-
friending the imprisoned and in working for 
Women's Rights. But it seems natural that equality 
of the sexes is taken for granted at Whittier College—
it is indeed one facet of its Quaker heritage. 
On this same level of the sculptured wall is a 
bas-relief representing John Greenleaf Whittier, the 
Quaker poet for whom town and College are named. 
If the poet Whittier is not now widely read, he 
had an important place in the literature and life of 
his day. As a young man he was a flaming Aboli-
tionist, his life at times endangered by his unflinch-
ing advocacy of freedom for the Blacks. He dared 
to sign the Anti-slavery Declaration of 1833, and 
it is said that his Voices of Freedom was second 
only to Uncle Tom's Cabin in swinging public 
opinion against slavery. 
But if the question of Slave or Free was one of 
the tensions that tore the nation apart in the Civil 
War, most Quakers could not in conscience join 
the battle. For from the beginning most Friends 
rejected outward weapons. They sought to reconcile 
those who fought and to see "the good" in those 
whom others called their enemies. 
Poet of quite different voice from Whittier's 
was Walt Whitman, who nursed the wounded in an 
army hospital during the Civil War. He was some-
thing of a maverick, and not quite a Quaker himself, 
though with Friends forebears and himself touched 
by the ministry of Elias Hicks. Whitman's thoughts, 
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feelings, and images found expression in free-form, 
often rhapsodic verse. His Leaves of Grass remains 
meaningful and moving today. 
In our time, however, it is the novelists who are 
more widely read. Among those who are Quakers is 
James A. Michener, who writes with strong feeling 
for human ecology, an understanding of the races 
of mankind and the clash of their cultures as in 
Hawaii and Centennial. His Tales of the South 
Pacific was basis for a popular musical. In the re-
cent novel Chesapeake, he is concerned with 
Quakers in colonial America. Another Quaker, Jan 
de Hartog, writes in The Peaceable Kingdom of the 
suffering of early Friends in England and of "the 
Holy Experiment" in Pennsylvania. 
As one of the women novelists of our time, 
J essamyn West has an assured place. In The Friendly 
Persuasion (basis for a distinguished film) she re-
lates stories of her Quaker forebears in Indiana. 
Her recent novel A Matter of Time, deals coura-
geously with the human and moral issues of 
life and death from cancer. In Massacre at Fall 
Creek she narrates with passion a turning point in 
the Frontier attitude toward Indians as "persons." 
An alumna of Whittier, Jessamyn West McPherson 
'24 has supported the educational goals of the 
College with her gifts and talents. 
All of these writers have been sensitive to the 
great themes and human values, bringing them home 
to readers far beyond the Society of Friends, and 
this too is part of the Quaker heritage of the 
College. 
On the third level of the sculptured wall you 
will see a Quaker medic giving first aid to a fallen 
soldier. 
Although there have been "fighting Quakers" 
in every American war from the time of the 
Revolution, it has been more characteristic of 
Friends to refuse to bear arms. For them it is 
sacrilege to kill. Rather they have tried to save 
human lives, following the admonition "Love 
your enemies, do good to those who hate you," 
and the Society of Friends is known as one of 
the "historic peace churches." 
Note the sleeve insignia of the medic in this 
scene. It is "the star of Lorraine," first adopted 
by British Quakers during the Franco-Prussian 
War. Later it was widely used to identify Quaker 
Service in the wake of World War I, when British 
and American volunteers helped war victims and 
refugees in devastated Europe—and again during 
and after World War II in Europe and Asia—yet 
again after the Korean War—more recently in 
Vietnam, where Friends staffed a small children's 
hospital within the battle zone. 
The American Friends Service Committee uses 
Quaker and Gandhian principles of nonviolence in 
its efforts to mediate both labor and international 
conflicts. Friends Committee on Legislation serves 
as a watchful lobby in our State and National cap-
itals to further Quaker ideals of peace and justice. 
Friends World Committee maintains an internation-
al staff at the United Nations both in New York 
and Geneva in a quiet service of conciliation. 
Whittier College has not lived isolated from the 
successive wars in which the nation has engaged 
during the past 90 years. Many Whittier students 
have entered military service, volunteers or draftees, 
fought and sometimes died heroically. Most of these 
have respected their fellow students who refused to 
bear arms and conscientiously maintained their 
stand as pacifists. For as conscientious objectors 
some served as guinea pigs for medical research, 
as attendants in mental hospitals, as fire fighters 
in the forests. Still others refused registration for 
the draft and served prison terms in expressing 
their opposition to "the war system." 
It seems natural for Whittier students to be 
interested in international relations. Many have 
been drawn to support the United Nations and 
have participated in the Whittier-in-Copenhagen or 
the Whittier-in-Mexico programs, or in the inter-
cultural exchange with Black students at Fiske 
University (Nashville, Tennessee) and Howard 
University (Washington, DC). Others have been 
led into the Peace Corps or VISTA, national pro-
grams that drew upon the experience of Friends 
who for years had directed student workcamps. 
And now, of course, Whittier students give them- 
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selves to the burning issues of nuclear power, 
human ecology, population control, racial justice, 
civil rights. 
In all this advocacy and activity there are 
elements of the Quaker heritage 
As there are also on the other panel on the 
third level of the memorial wall: Quaker represent-
atives working with persons in less-developed lands, 
introducing new skills to native farmer and mason. 
In the first years of Quakerism, resolute men 
and women crossed the north Atlantic to colonies 
in America, befriending and teaching the Indians. 
Others felt called to carry their beliefs to the Con-
tinent, visiting Pope and Sultan. Later on, English 
Quakers set up missions in Madagascar, and Ameri-
can Friends established mission schools and hos-
pitals in the Near East and Africa, in India and 
China, in Cuba and Jamaica, in Central America 
and Alaska. Small Quaker schools near Jerusalem 
helped in the education of Palestinian leaders, and 
mission schools in Kenya helped prepare that 
African nation for responsible independence. 
The first President of Whittier College, Charles 
E. Tebbetts, served thereafter as Secretary of the 
American Friends Board of Missions, and during 
early decades many Student Volunteers in the 
College looked forward to ministry, teaching, and  
public health work overseas. With changing em-
phasis in the next decades, the College maintained 
a Training School for YMCA leadership. Randy 
Carter '38 developed a "Y" program serving the 
Black community in Los Angeles. Edouardo Keys 
'51 returned to the YMCA in Mexico City. Robert 
Dye '43 now heads the program division of the 
National Council of YMCAs, and Dr. Robert W. 
Harlan '47 is national executive secretary. 
From the beginning teaching has been congenial 
to Friends with their faith in the inherent worth of 
each man and woman, the promise in every child. 
So, as one might expect, Whittier College has pre-
pared many men and women as teachers, as princi-
pals and superintendents, as college professors, 
deans and presidents. But from the 18th century, 
Friends have contributed to the full life of their 
times. They have become bankers and merchants, 
scientists and doctors, lawyers and public figures. 
The diversity of interests of Whittier students 
today is to be seen in the breadth of the curriculum, 
in the School of Law and graduate program in Busi-
ness Administration, in the professional and pre-
professional work in social and natural sciences, 
medicine and nursing. The wide-ranging service to 
humanity of the alumni of Whittier College is 
chronicled year by year in the pages of THE ROCK. 
II 
In the broken rays of light coming down the 
center of the memorial wall in the Library, the 
sculptor has placed three symbols. Near the top, 
between the scenes depicting Friends mission and 
service: the handclasp of human Brotherhood. 
Next below, as you look down at the scenes on the 
second level, between Elizabeth Fry and John 
Greenleaf Whittier: the open book of Enlighten- 
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ment. Farther down, on the first level, between 
Levi Coffin helping the fugitive slave and William 
Penn treating with the Indians: the dove of Peace. 
These three may well stand for the idealism of 
the founders of Whittier College that marks its 
identity. They suggest the inherent values that 
have, however subconsciously, shaped the attitudes 
of faculty and students through the years. 
The whole sculptured design is the Quaker 
heritage made visible. LII 
Charles W. Cooper '25, professor emeritus of Eng-
lish, served actively on the Whittier College faculty 
from 1933 with interruptions until 1967. He is the 
author of a number of college textbooks including 
Preface to Poetry, The Arts and Humanity, Design-
ing the Play (with Paul Camp '39). The Term Paper 
(with E. J. Robins) has been used by some two 
million students. For the College he has written 
The A. Wardman Story (1961) and I'121-IITTIER, 
Independent College in California (1967). He and 
his wife Edris Cooper, members of the Society of 
Friends, live in Santa Barbara. Their son, Rev. 
Charles W. Cooper Jr. '51, was president of the 
Associated Students in 1951. He and his wife, 
J oAnn Weinert Cooper '52, are parents of three 
grown children. 
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The rig/It way to hold the swallow. 
Mireya Ortega '79 disentangles a 
swallow from the net. 
8 
Coming In On A Wing 
And A Tai l 
A long ago as 274 BC, Leonidas of Tarentum wrote: "Now is the season of sailing; for 
already the chattering swallow is come and the 
pleasant west wind; the meadows flower, and the 
sea, tossed up with waves and rough blasts, has 
sunk to silence." 
High soaring larks, homely sparrows, raucous 
rooks and bluejays, thrushes and robins are all 
among the familiar birds that you don't have to be 
a dedicated ornithologist to recognize . . . so, of 
course, is the swallow. 
Yet somehow the swallow has captured the 
romantic interest of thousands of Californians who 
eagerly await the news that these birds have 
returned to Capistrano as harbingers of Spring. A 
smaller number of individuals, among them Dr. 
Warren Hanson, Assistant Professor of Biology, 
and his students, await their return to Whittier 
College. 
Like fashionable jetsetters who fly in droves 
from the cold Eastern winters to the warmth 
of Florida for a few months each year, the swallows 
return, year after year, to the same California 
locations to nest, breed, and disappear, mainly to 
South America, when their young are fully fledged. 
Not much attention was paid to this annual 
influx at the College until 1974, when they were 
observed nesting in Platner Hall, but the sites these 
colonies sought made close observance too difficult 
to chart. 
Then, in 1975, they made a change of venue and 
selected the Science Building as being a more 
favorable location. 
Nesting practically outside Warren Hanson's 
office window, criss-crossing his view as they 
darted back and forth in search of food, their 
constant intrusion on his thoughts gave him the 
idea of making a more scientific record of their 
arrival and departure. 
Did the same birds return each year? Were they 
with the same partners? Did they occupy the 
same nests? 
Waiting for the signal to move the mist net. 
Vicasuring the wingspan. 
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Mireya Ortega '79 coid 41 Morales extiilline for brood patch. 
Getting into the nest. 
Getting out of the nest. 
They were difficult to catch without damage, 
they flew too fast and erratically, and nested 
too high. Yet in that first year, twelve were 
captured and banded. 
In 1976 the swallows unwittingly decided 
to cooperate. The circular light fixtures under 
the building's eaves provided a providential 
site. A number of students put their heads 
together to devise a safe method of catching them 
as they darted out of the nests in their daily 
forage for insects. 
Using a mist net which could not injure the 
birds in any way, and rigging it to a guide on 
the roof, one student stays aloft while one 
watches the nests to see when they are occupied. 
A third student, standing below, signals to which 
side the guide line should direct the net, then, 
when the bird is enmeshed, it is carefully removed 
and examined. A numbered tag is affixed to its 
leg and its wingspan, brood patch (where the 
bird has removed its breast feathers for incuba-
tion purposes) and other distinctions are logged. 
If the bird is one that has already been tagged, 
its reappearance is duly noted. 
In 1977 fifty-seven new birds were tagged, 
in 1978 thirty-six returnees were noted and 
(continued on page 11) 
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#r Old Acquaintances ~!* 
Davena (Todd) Murray '19 tells us 
that she is living in Duarte at Royal 
Oaks Manor, a Presbyterian Retire-
ment Home on 18 acres in the foot-
hills of the San Gabriel Mountains. 
After teaching kindergarten for 38 
years, Florence (Bargar) Otter '20 left 
the Imperial Valley and moved to 
Rancho Bernardo. She gave us news 
of her daughter, Alice Kelley, which 
appears under the 1950's. 
Helen (Knudson) Hose '23 is the 
founder of the National Honorary Pro-
fessional Fraternity for Early Child-
hood Education and although retired, 
remains an active member of the Or-
ange County Chapter of that Organi-
zation. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Inez (Bennett) Siemon '07, died 
March 6, 1980. 
Inez moved to California as a young 
girl and received her high school edu-
cation at Whittier Academy, later re-
ceiving her degree from the College. At 
the age of 24 she became a member of 
the faculty and taught Greek. 
In 1909 she married Alfred Siemon 
and a year later the young couple set-
tled in Bakersfield. Alfred served on 
the City Council and for a time was 
Mayor of the City. 
Seventy years ago Inez joined the 
First United Methodist Church and for 
most of the years since she taught a 
Sunday class for women. Later she be-
came a charter member of the Ameri-
can Association of University Women 
and of Zonta Club and was a member 
of PEO. 
She is survived by three sons, Glenn, 
an opthalmologist and Benny, an at-
torney, both of Bakersfield, and Paul, 
an industrial geologist in Carp enteria, 
and by her daughter, Josephine, a resi-
dent of Valley Center. Among her 12 
grandchildren is Jeff Siemon, a line 
backer with the Minnesota Vikings. 
Eleven great-grandchildren also survive 
her. 
Giles Slocum '24 was one of the 
alumni who attended the Washington, 
DC, reunion in March 1979 at which 
Dr. Newsom was honored. He was the 
oldest alumnus present, and says the 
only person he recognized was Alice 
Newsom, whom he had known when 
she was a small girl. Later, he had a 
visit from his daughter and grandson. 
On Christmas Eve, Giles was at a 
family reunion at the home of a 
niece who lives in Virginia. Giles lives 
in Brookmont, MD. 
Mary (Chambers) Shaffer '26 and 
her husband Frank lived at Laguna 
Hills Leisure World for eight years 
after they retired from the LA Board 
of Education in 1966. Frank died 
suddenly in 1970 and last year Mary 
IN MEMORIAM 
Mary (Todd) Wright '15 died March 
12, at the age of 88, after a lifetime of 
devotion to education. 
In 1916 she married Franklin Moore 
Wright '16 and during his long term of 
service as Superintendant of the El 
Monte School District she was a found-
er of the Parent Teacher Association 
of California. She served as President 
of the 1st District PTA and later as 
California State President. In 1934, 
Frank was appointed Assistant Super-
intendent of Public Instruction for 
the State of California, under Dr. 
Walter Dexter, one time President of 
Whittier College, and the Wrights 
lived in Sacramento—where Mary 
served as President of the Women's 
Council until Dr. Wright's death in 
1957. 
Mary was a lifetime member of the 
Whittier College Women's Auxiliary. 
A world traveller for many years, she 
moved to the family ranch in Yorba 
Linda in 1960. 
Mary Wright had two brothers and 
a sister—the late Paul E. Todd '10, 
Davena (Todd) Murray '17 and Donald 
Todd '29. She had no children of her 
own and was devoted to her four nieces, 
Madeleine (Todd) Wirth '32, Barbara 
(Todd) Kennedy '37, Patricia (Murray) 
Lewes '411 and Gwendolyn (Todd) 
Greaves '51. Two of her great-nieces 
are graduates of Whittier College, 
Adrian (Kennedy) Erler '66 and Clelia 
(Kennedy) Lion '68. 
moved to Ventura to a "beautiful 
retirement hotel, The Ventura Towne-
house," so as to be near her daughter 
and grandchildren. Mary says she was 
so glad she was at Whittier when her 
late husband was honored at the Hall 
of Fame banquet on January 23. 
William B. Temple '27 has recently 
retired after serving 17 years on the 
Board of Trustees of Mt. San Antonio 
Community College. 
We'd really like to thank Lois 
(Patterson) Anderson '30, who says 
she is looking forward to the 50-year 
reunion in May. She writes that her 
Aunt, Florabelle (Patterson) Rosen-
berger, at one time a teacher at the 
College, helped with her tuition when 
she was a student and she herself hopes 
to continue to contribute in some 
measure to her alma mater. That ex-
presses her gratitude in a way that is 
truly appreciated. 
Last fall, Maie (Caldwell) Templin 
'32 and a friend enjoyed a Mediterra-
nean cruise, visiting six countries and 
stopping at six seaports to take trips. 
Next June they're contemplating a 
tour of Canada or Scandinavia. 
Rachel Jaques Zirwes '33 has been 
very active in Pro-Life work since 
1973, joining the Volunteer Staff of 
the Seven Sorrows Infant Home in 
June 1974. She has aided its life-saving 
work as a social worker counselling un-
wed mothers and placing the infants in 
well-qualified adoptive homes. She re-
tired from a successful teaching career 
in San Diego County in 1971. Rachel 
has six children herself—three sons in 
medicine, music and sales, and three 
daughters in cartooning, photography 
and secretarial work. 
Paul Bixby '34 was present at the 
dedication of the Student Activities 
Center and was recently in Burlingame, 
where he received the Distinguished 
Service Award from the State Associ-
ation of Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation of which he has been a 
member for 41 years . . . Mabel M. 
Bumgardner '34 retired in 1974, but 
finds she is even more involved in 
CRTA, Santa Clara County Division, 
as Chairman of Community Services. 
' 20 
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IN MEMORIAM 
Although we reported the bare fact 
of the death of Edith Edgerley '30 in 
the Fall issue of THE ROCK, we re-
cently received a letter from her daugh-
ter, Shirley Edgerley, which we think 
Edith classmates might like to read 
This letter is a year late being 
sent. My mother, Edith Gertrude 
Mitchell Edgerley died January 28, 
1979, in Elsinore. I had sent a hand-
written but printed letter to her friends 
at the time, but wanted to write more 
to her beloved Alma Mater. Other 
things kept getting in the way in my 
too busy schedule, but I've put it off 
long enough. 
This year would have been the 
50th anniversary of her college gradua-
tion class, 1930. I am deeply sorry she 
didn't live to enjoy the honors bestow-
ed on her classmates. She loved her 
years at Whittier and I attended many 
functions there with her over the years. 
Mother passed along to me her love 
of books, poetry, music. She never gar-
nered great honors for herself as many 
of her classmates have, she went about 
quietly doing the many little tasks that 
make a beloved wife and mother. She 
also lent her talents to many groups 
and organizations. Her sewing helped 
the Red Cross during World War II and 
later; she made quilts and laprobes and 
other things for Church sewing groups, 
the AFSC and the United Methodist 
Church here in Sun City. She was an 
excellent pianist and for many years 
accompanied church, Sunday School 
and community choruses. She also 
sang in the Church choir. She was act-
ive in PTA from the time I was first in 
school and was honored with a Life 
Membership. She was also a room 
mother for all three of us kids and was 
always ready and willing to supply 
cookies or potato salad for parties 
and picnics. 
She was widowed in 1963, lost her 
only son in 1969, and is survived by 
her sister and three brothers, by my 
sister Marilyn (Edgerley) Beaird, and 
by me (of course). My sister is married 
to Gilbert Beaird, who is the only son 
of Myrl Beaird, who worked in the busi-
ness office at Whittier College for a 
number of years. 
I know I didn't need to go into all 
these details, but I feel better for having 
described at least a few of Mom's many 
wonderful qualities. I hope that after 
I'm gone, someone will think enough 
of me to remember me in such a way. 
The organization cooperated with the 
State in making a survey to determine 
the number of hours put in in volunteer 
work last year. Mabel is still singing in 
the chorus and handling the music for 
them . . . Emma Joanne (Brown) 
Dale '34 co-authored "Volunteer Pro-
grams Give Big Payoff" which appeared 
in the January 1980 issue of Thrust, 
journal of the Association of California 
School Administrators. The article out-
lines the initiation and organization of 
volunteer programs in secondary 
schools. Emma is in her 7th year as a 
member of Volunteer in Public Schools 
and is a reading and composition tutor 
at Marine High in Huntington Beach. 
She also serves as a member of the Cali-
fornia Retired Teachers' Association 
Mary (Haven) Mullen '34 says 
she is still trying to adjust to life after 
the amputation of her right leg two 
years ago. (It must be quite some 
adjustment, and you have our sym-
pathy. Ed.) Mary enjoys her three 
grandchildren, a 10-year old girl in 
5th grade in the MGM program, a four-
year old granddaughter and a two-year 
old grandson . . . After 42 years, 
Lois (Jessup) Schubert '34 has retired 
from the Arcadia Unified School Dis-
trict. She was given a farewell dinner 
at which many of her co-workers 
spoke of her with affection and praise. 
Dorothy (Pfeiffer) Brown '38 retired 
last year as organist of the United 
Methodist Church in Maywood. She 
continues to give piano performances 
through recitals for the PEO Chapters 
and other groups. Her husband is a full-
time piano tuner and technician since 
he retired from the Fire Department in 
March 1979. He has completed building 
a harpsichord for Dorothy. Their son, 
Nevin, is Associate Director of the 
Office of Research Development at the 
U. of Houston. 
Alberto Leeming '47 retired in June 
last year after 32 years as teacher and 
principal in the Pasadena Unified 
School District. 
Bill Bayless '48 says he's getting 
close to retirement as a counselor at On-
tario H.S. He hopes to go into news-
paper work when it finally happens and 
is writing a weekly column, "Humor 
Here" for the Ontario Daily Reporter. 
His older son is a terrestrial biologist 
for Con Edison, and both his daughter  
IN MEMORIAM 
Samuel Isamu Ishikawa '43, died on 
January 28 after a massive stroke. 
At the time of his death he was ex-
ecutive vice president of Masaoka/ 
Ishikawa and Associates, a firm with 
which he had been since 1956. 
Born in Oakland on August 1, 1922, 
he attended Whittier and earned his 
degree at another Quaker college, 
Earlham. He later attended Harvard as 
a doctoral candidate. 
As midwest resettlement secretary 
of the American Friends Service Com-
mittee in Chicago (194 5-48), he assist-
ed evacuees who were beginning to 
leave the wartime internment camps. 
He was first appointed by the U.S. 
Secretary of Commerce to the Import-
ers Advisory Committee in 1963 and 
was confirmed in that position by every 
successive Secretary. 
Samuel is survivied by his mother 
and a sister. His father, the late Rev. 
Kiyoshi Ishikawa, preceded him in 
death by twenty days. 
and younger son are considering law 
careers . . . After 40 years in Whittier, 
Glenn W. Curtis '48 and his wife have 
moved to Paso Robles. Glenn retired 
after serving in Public Relations and 
Merchandising for Goodwill Indus-
tries for over 17 years . . . Harold 
"Hank" Litten '48 has been appointed 
President of Hemisphere Industries Inc. 
an affiliate of J. W. Jones Companies, 
a Kearney Mesa-based residential and 
commercial builder. Hank has been 
active in Southern California real es-
tate for 25 years, most recently serving 
as Vice President and General Manager 
of the McMillin Realty Group and as a 
member of the Executive Committee 
of McMillin Development Inc. 
Willis and Virginia (Alberthal '51) 
Boyd '49 live in Redlands, where Vir-
ginia oversees the development of their 
six children, "those still at home and 
those who have left the nest," Willis 
says. He spent 16 years with Dean 
Witter Reynolds Inc., the last six as 
Vice President Southern California 
Region. Last year he purchased Great 
American Securities Inc. and he and 
his associates have opened their first 
office in San Bernardino . . . Warren 
Barr Knox '49 is now Vice President 
for Development at Randolph-Macon 
College. Previously he was at Claremont 
Men's College, where he was director 
of life income planning. He saw active 
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duty in the U.S. Naval Reserve, was a 
secondary school teacher and a research 
chemist. He has held positions at 
Pomona College, Whitman College 
(Walla Walla) and as President of the 
College of Idaho. From 1973-77 he 
was Vice President for public affairs at 
Reed College in Portland. In addition 
to contributions to professional jour-
nals, Warren is the author of Eye of 
the Hurricane: Observations on Crea-
tive Educational Administration, and a 
contributor of light verse to the Wall 
Street Journal and other publications. 
He received an honorary degree from 
Whittier in 1965. . . News of Dick and 
Mary (Steele '49) Mastain '49. He is 
now Chief of Licensing and Profession-
al Development at the State Commis-
sion for Teacher Preparation and Li-
censing. Mary continues as a Reading 
Specialist in a year-round elementary 
school in San Juan School District 
near Sacramento. 
Sally (Richardson) Cole '50 tells us 
her son David and his wife are living in 
Pleasanton, he works for the Fireman's 
Fund. Sally's daughter, Marcia, was 
married on April 19 . . . Peter DeVries 
'50 has completed his doctorate at the 
U. of San Francisco. He is now living 
in Moses Lake where he is President of 
the Big Bend Community College. 
Alice (Otter) Kelly '51 is following 
in her mother's footsteps and teaching 
kindergarten in Escondido. Her son 
Jim is an art teacher in Long Beach. 
Lois (Carter) Hardy '53 is serving as 
president of Omicron Chapter of Alpha 
Delta Kappa, Teachers' Honorary So-
rority, and is teaching 6th grade at 
Bell Gardens Intermediate. She tells us 
she has survived two operations to re-
pair a leg that was broken when she 
was hiking with students in November 
1978. (We hope the leg is now fully 
healed, and offer congratulations and 
all best wishes on your marriage. Ed.) 
Berta (Hamman) Lee '53 may be 
86 years old as she says she was on Jan-
uary 5, but she is more active than 
many people much younger than she. 
Berta retains the interest she has had 
in the College since she received her 
Master's in 1953; does research on the 
ancestry of William Shakespeare; be-
longs to the American Security Council 
in Washington, DC, which she says 
takes much of her time; and also does  
poll work for the State and National 
Republican Party. 
At the time of going to press, Dr. 
Stuart Gothold '56 was serving as 
Chief Administrative Officer of the 
Office of Los Angeles County. His 
wife, Jane (Soderberg '55) is cur-
rently Treasurer of the Society for 
California Archaeology and a mem-
ber of the Santa Fe Springs his-
torical Commission. 
Annette (Crouch) Cooper '57 is 
teaching in a special education pro-
gram called PIP (Pre-school Inter-
vention Program), which deals with 
multi-handicapped 3-5 year olds as 
well as the educationally handicapped 
and behavioral disordered 3-45 year 
olds . . . Paul Downer '57 now lives 
in Sebastopol and has introduced his 
sales experience into the wine country. 
There is now a move from the "old" 
redwood grape stakes to a galvanized 
steel stake, even in France they're 
taking a look at it. As Newt Robinson 
'37 says: 'We can count on Paul's 
enthusiasm and drive to assure his 
success in this new venture" 
Calvin Simon '57 who now lives with 
his wife Bertha in Billings, Montana, 
previously taught business education 
at Cathedral High in El Paso, Tx. (You 
didn't say what you're doing now, 
Calvin, excepting—we are sure—enjoy-
ing being a newly wed! Ed.) 
Vince Deveney '58 and his wife, 
Ruth (Hanic '58) have now moved to 
Truckee, where Vince is principal of 
Tahoe Truckee H.S. and Ruth is work-
ing at Northstar Ski Resort 
Clifford E. Hathaway '58 has been 
named to the Board of Directors of 
the Merchants and Manufacturers' 
Association, He is Corporate Vice 
President of Southern California Edison 
Co., and past president of the Rose-
mead Chamber of Commerce. 
Paul Appelbaum '59 now owns 
Whittier Drug Store and has lived in the 
city since 1945. He and his wife, Sheila, 
have two children, Steven (16) and 
Lisa (13) . . . Loretta (Gotch '60) 
and Mike Armes '59 are now living in 
Tallahassee, where Mike is chairman of 
the Sociology Department at Florida 
University. Loretta earned her doctor-
ate last year at Indiana U. and was em-
ployed as a counselling psychologist in 
geriatrics for the South Central Com-
munity Mental Health Foundation. She 
is opening a private practice and con-
ducts workshops on aging and death 
and dying. 
Marilyn (Wrench) Botting '60 and 
her husband Donald are living in 
Buenos Aires for two years, together 
with two of their three boys and their 
dog, Peggy. Don is Managing Director 
for Great Lakes Carbon Corp., which 
has entered into ajoint venture to build 
a new Coke Calciner in the nearby 
town of La Plata. Their sons are attend-
ing the American School . . . Joseph 
A. Carotenuti '60 has begun studying 
for his law degree at Western State U. 
College of Law in Fullerton. 
Nadine (Applegate) Hathaway '61 
was recently presented with a Harris 
Fellowship by the Rotary Club of Santa 
Fe Springs for her outstanding con-
tributions to the community. A 11,000 
donation to the Rotary Scholarship 
Fund was also made in her name. 
Rowland and Cheryl (Mattoon '61) 
Snowdon '61 still live in Fountain 
Valley with their two sons, Rick (13) 
and Mike (10). Cheryl received her 
doctorate from USC in January and is 
still principal of James H. Cox School. 
Rod is manager of Contract Adminis-
tration for Parker Hannifin in Irvine. 
They send their best wishes to all their 
college friends and faculty. 
John W. Chisler '62 is now teaching 
English and history in Santa Paula. He 
also coaches basketball and the last two 
summers he has backpacked in Costa 
Rica, British Honduras and Guatemala. 
Peggy (Chatfield '63) and Terry 
McCarty '62 have two children, Kim 
(12) and David (11). Terry is a school 
psychologist for Rowland Unified 
School District and Peggy teaches in 
the Whittier Union H.S.District. She 
says their children are active in AAU, 
swimming, music and art . . . Robert 
Scott '62 is now chairman of the Po-
mona School District's music education 
department. He has served as a high 
school band director, student activities 
director, coach and athletic director, 
and has experience with a broad range 
of instruments. Woe betide the student 
who thinks he has come up with the 
perfect excuse for absense. "I'm fa-
miliar with all of the excuses, com-
plaints and objections I hear (from 
music students)," he says, "because I 
used them all myself at one time or 
another!" 
Judith (Greenblatt) Durning '62 
has left FDIC as Bank Examiner and 
is now in a training program with the 
Bank of America as a Loan Officer. 
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ALBERT UPTON IS ANALYST'S BIBLE 
Dexter Vredenburg '62 sends amost 
interesting letter which is reproduced 
in part below. 
(Incidentally, is the way you write 
the date a computer mode? In Eng-
land they put day/month/year, going 
from first to last as it were; in Amer-
ica, it's month/day/year for whatever 
reason; now you put year/? and then 
I'm unsure, since you wrote on March 
3rd! Ed.) 
Dexter says that after graduation he 
worked at Thrifty Drug Store for a year 
and then took Master's courses in lin-
guistics at San Fernando Valley S.C. 
while working as a landscape gardner. 
Then his rise was what might be termed 
spectacular. 
He went to System Development 
Corp. as a programmer trainee in Santa 
Monica. Five years later he transferred 
to Colorado Springs, where for three 
years he was on an "upgrade" to the 
NORAD Space Defense Center, located 
in a large man-made cave in a granite 
mountain. 
In 1975 Dexter went to Japan on a 
contract SDC had. There he helped de-
sign and build a satellite tracking and 
data acquisition system for the Japan-
ese National Space Agency and assist-
ed on a couple of launches. 
In 1977 he returned to the US and 
accepted a job in Massachusetts as 
head of System Engineering for OASIS 
(Operational Application of Special In-
telligence Systems) for which SDC has 
a subcontract from Martin Marietta 
Corp. to do all the software. 
"In early 1979," he writes, "I be-
came the head of an OASIS project 
called TUI (TTactical Fusion Center, 
UI= User's Interface), in addition to 
my regular duties as System Engineer. 
TUI is a separate subcontract, so my 
duties include cost and schedule con-
trol, manpower planning and all sorts 
of things normally lumped under 'man-
agement.' 
A curious quirk in managing the 
projects results in me (as project 
head) writing nasty memos to me (as 
system engineer) telling me (one of 
us) to quit screwing up the project and 
start producing or else. At which point, 
I tell me to kindly provide me with 
enough people to do the job and I'd 
be happy to comply with my unreason-
able demands." 
Dexter says that "the most influ-
ential force in my logical life is a Whit-
tier College Product—Design for Think-
ing—the textbook for Basic Communi-
cations, which I have read and reread." 
Whenever he comes up against a pro-
blem that threatens to overwhelm him, 
he grabs Albert Upton's "finest output" 
and starts dividing the problem into 
3's and 7's! 
Dexter says he understands this 
textbook is no longer used and he feels 
sorry for current students, "because if 
there were ever a time for semantic 
analysis, for logical problem analysis, 
for integrating knowledge from differ-
ent fields for use in problem-solving, 
it is now." 
He regards as "useless, anyone, even 
with a Computer Science degree, who 
never learned to Write," and states 
that Whittier provided even the most 
"reluctant, number-crunching, future 
engineer with a good solid background 
in communication." 
Dexter states he has a bias for liberal 
arts majors and has yet to be disap-
pointed if he hires one who has the 
ability to write. He has laid-off lots of 
"hard science" people, often solely 
because they couldn't communicate. 
When interviewing prospective en-
gineers, he always ends by asking if 
they can write and like to do so. If the 
answer is "no" he doesn't hire them, 
since he says he'll never be able to 
find out what they're doing or if they 
are having problems. 
"Now see what you have me start-
ed on," he concludes. "I'm tempted 
to offer a lecture called 'Design for 
Thinking and System Engineering' 
with D and T as required reading." 
(If the interest rates continue to rise 
the way they've been doing, you won't 
be able to practice what you've learned, 
Judy, nobody will be able to afford a 
loan! Ed.) 
Julia Beers '64 was recently featured 
in the Whittier Daily News. Unfor-
tunately we were unable to obtain a 
copy of the very delightful picture that 
illustrated the article. 
Julia is a fiber and fabric artist who 
also works in batik, weaves and spins 
wool, designs toys and makes them. 
From 1975-76 she was president 
of the Whittier Art Association and is 
a teacher at Longfellow School. Be-
fore coming to Whittier, she was ed-
ucated in Kentucky, Athens, Paris and 
India. As a girl she was concertmistress 
at Woodstock, 40 miles from Tibet, 
and gave violin lessons. Currently 
she plays in a baroque orchestra. 
/ Julia has had several one-woman 
shows and examples of her work have 
appeared in a number of art books, 
including African Fabric Crafts, pub-
lished by Taplinger, and Batik and 
Tie-Dye by Crown publishers. 
Judi (Gates '64) writes us that hus-
band Robert Yeager '65 has launched 
himself as an author and has just had 
his first book, Seasons of Shame: The 
New Violence in Sports, published by 
McGraw-Hill. Bob is a magazine cor-
respondent and one of the first US 
journalists to examine sports violence. 
Formerly he was a newsman for 
Associated Press. 
Roger B. Johnson '64 is now 
owner/manager of Graphicraft Pic-
ture Co. in Atascadero . . . Anne 
(Ellerby) Stull '64 lives on a 20-acre 
farm in Coeur D'Alene (Idaho) with 
her husband, Bill, and their children, 
Bob (10) and jenny (11). They bought 
the land five years ago, put in roads, 
dug a well, cut trees and milled them 
with a portable mill and then built 
their own house with that lumber. "It 
is really ours, and is very special to 
us," she writes. (Indeed it must be 
and I'm sure your children, as they 
grow, will share your pride in it. Ed.) 
Lisa (Nuckles) Lovell '65 wrote 
the Drama Department that she and 
her husband are back in school. He 
is taking a business law and tax course, 
while Lisa is carrying a full units 
schedule in law. They are still running 
their miniature farm, this year limit-
ed to grapes, blueberries, boysen-
berries, corn and strawberries 
Maureen (Snell) Dussaud '66 and 
her husband have moved to Oregon 
where she is looking after Daniel Jon-
athan (4) after ten years of teaching. 
Nancy Carroll Hull '66 returned 
from Iran in September 1978, where 
she had been teaching in the Univ-
ersity of Tebriz. She currently lives in 
Salt Lake City . . . In June, Diane 
C. (McCarty) Laedlein '66 and her 
husband will be transferring to Cannon 
AFB in Clovis, NM, where he will be 
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head of the legal office on base 
Gerhard F. Schaefer '66 is still teaching 
6th and 7th grades in Claremont and 
going into his 13th year. He has re-
cently been elected Vice President of 
Whittier Area Youth Soccer (WAYS) 
league, a non-profit volunteer organ-
ization dedicated to the teaching and 
promotion of a quality youth soccer 
program serving boys and girls between 
the ages of  and 18. 
Robert and Susan (Scrim '67) 
Shaw '67 write from Poway, where Bob 
is a law librarian in the State Attorney 
General's Office in San Diego and in 
his 4th year of law school. Susan is a 
part-time legal secretary and mother 
of Anne (7) and Matt (6). She is active 
in the Episcopal Cursillo movement in 
the diocese of San Diego . . . Michael 
L. Younger '67 has joined the law 
offices of Fonte and Warren in Buena 
Park as a junior partner. 
Paul Deats '68 has been appointed 
Judge of the 4th District Court by 
Michigan Governor James Milliken. He 
received his law degree from Notre 
Dame and is married to Penny (Schuck 
'69). The couple have two children, 
Rebecca (4) and Wayne (3). Paul be-
longs to the Edwardsburg (Michigan) 
Sons of the American Legion, the 
Cassopolis Jaycees, and the Girl Scouts 
of Singing Sands. (At least that's what 
the "Cassopolis Vigilant" reports—
but the Girl Scouts?) Penny has taught 
school and is now enjoying semi-
retirement and many outside activities. 
It's back to the land for Margi 
(Stern) and Hank Janoski '68, who now 
live on 128 acres on top of Mt. Vaca, 
near Vacaville. They've built their own 
house, using alternative energy sources 
—a windmill for electricity and a wood 
stove for heat. They tell us they have a 
wonderful view of Sacramento, Davis 
and Lake Berryessa. Margi is on leave 
from teaching children with severe 
language handicaps while she looks 
after baby Stefan. (So many alums 
seem to be returning to the land these 
days. More power to you! Ed.) 
Brenda (Bartling) Furlong '69 has 
been appointed Vice President and 
Treasurer of Sheraton International, 
Inc. in Boston. She was formerly 
Assistant Vice President of the Com-
mercial Banking Division of the State 
Street Bank & Trust Company, where 
she was responsible for corporate 
lending, including international fi-
nancial transactions. (We would all  
like to offer Brenda our congratu-
lations on her achievements.) 
Clelia (Kennedy) Lion '69 was 
married this past summer in the Stan-
ford Chapel, attended by her sister 
Adrian (Kennedy) Erler '66 and Ingrid 
(Lion) Ferguson '69. Clelia continues 
teaching 7th graders in the Los Altos 
area and has settled down in an "overly 
cute cottage in Menlo Park after the 
necessary Hawaiian honeymoon!" 
Donna (LeQuesne) Owens '69 
lives in Nevada City where she says we 
may soon be seeing the mines reopen-
ing! Husband John owns two real es-
tate offices and Donna has retired 
from working as a registered nurse to 
be a wife and "Mom" to Archie (6) 
and J.T. (3). . . Robert Sydnor '69 
has been elected Chairman of the 
Association of Engineering Geologists. 
He is Chief Geologist for R & M Con-
sultants in Irvine and is working on the 
6 billion Northwest Alaskan Natural 
Gas Pipeline. (I do hope your name is 
right this time, and apologize for pre-
vious misspellings! Ed.) 
Pam (Potzler) Basich '70 is a read-
ing specialist with Garvey School 
District, working with primary child-
ren. Husband, Joe, continues work-
ing for McDonnell Douglas Aircraft 
on the new DC9-80. It's so quiet, 
Pam says, "you can barely hear it 
when it flies right over your head!" 
Margaret (Adams '70) and Loren 
DuPuy '70 live in Fullerton, where he 
will complete his MA this June. Maggie 
is enjoying her "retirement" from  
teaching to watch her two sons grow. 
Bruce Gevirtzman '70 still teaches 
forensics at La Mirada High and con-
tinues with his Readers' Theatre pro-
gram . . . Michael Olesiuk '70 is now 
studying for his juris doctor degree at 
Western State U. College of Law in 
San Diego . . . Vance Silver '70 is 
now chief laboratory technologist at 
Indio Community Hospital. For three 
years he was at Garfield Medical Cen-
ter in Monterey Park. He and his wife 
Barbara have moved to Indio with their 
two children, Katie (4) and Amanda 
(2). 
Jon C. Frandell '71 has been named 
loan officer for California First Bank's 
new Fallbrook office. He was pre-
viosly with United California Bank in 
Los Angeles. He and his wife, Kerstin, 
and their three children live in the 
Fallbrook area . . . Sylvia "Sissy" 
(Larkin '71) and Andy Robinson '71 
have made Austin, Tx, their home. 
Sissy received a Master's in Audiology 
at Gallaudet of Texas in 1976. Andy 
now works as a systems analyst for the 
State Comptroller, supervising the 
evaluation department. They plan to 
vacation in Southern California so as 
to attend their 10-year reunion and 
treat Christopher (4) and Julie (5 
months) to Disneyland. 
Birgitta Granberg '72 is now Asso-
ciate Director of Development at the 
USC School of Medicine. . . Margaret 
(Oliver) Krist '72 is currently a systems 
coordinator for Volkswagen of Amer-
ica. She tells us her husband is a con-
tract photo-journalist for National 
Geographic. They live in New Jersey 
Bonnie MacEwan '72 is human- 
ities area librarian and teaches Russian 
at Central Missouri State U. . . News 
from Bill Mason '72 of a fellow class-
man who is, like Bill, a doctor of pod-
iatric medicine and surgery. Stephan 
Wan '72 received his degree from the 
California College of Podiatric Med-
icine in San Francisco. He passed his 
residency at Riveirs Hospital in S. 
California and then completed a fur-
ther year of an advanced foot surgery 
residency at Atlanta Hospital in Geor-
gia. He is now practicing in Torrance 
and is actively involved in podiatry's 
Baja project in Mexico, which is a 
free clinic specializing in the medical 
and surgical care of severe congenital 
foot deformities, including club foot. 
He is one of the few physicians in 
California specializing in reconstructive 
foot surgery. Steve and his wife live in 
Long Beach. Bill Mason himself is the 
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first podiatric surgeon to obtain sur-
gical privileges and perform foot surgery 
at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital. Bill's 
wife, Susan (Boster '73) is the manager 
of a customer service at Pedersens Fur-
niture, a large retail store in Santa Rosa 
and is also taking courses in interior 
design. . . Chris (Reel '72) and Eric 
Nelson '72 are new parents. Eric is 
choir director at First Christian Church 
in Whittier. 
Ginger (Hedges) Collard '73 is liv-
ing in New York, where her son Shane 
is dancing at Lincoln Center with the 
NY City Ballet . . . Kristine Dillon 
'73 writes to let us know she finished 
her Ph.D. in Higher Education at 
Claremont Graduate School last fall. 
She continues to work at USC, where 
she was recently promoted to Associate 
Director of the funded research pro-
ject in which she is involved. She is 
also running the student evaluation (of 
faculty teaching) program and is study-
ing the problem of students on aca-
demic probation and chairing a univer-
sity task force on the issue . . . Rich 
Jacobs '73 writes that the oil business 
is more interesting than he thought it 
would be. He's now thoroughly in-
volved, not only in the River Oil Com-
pany, but in civic organizations, AND 
he drives to Vanderbilt, 140 miles away 
in Nashville, to attend weekend classes 
in a two-year MBA program. He is the 
national committeeman from Tennes-
see in the Young Republican organiza-
tion and has been active in several 
campaigns—not all of them success-
ful, e.g. Senator Baker! . . .Roxie 
Morey Lee '73 had the lead role in 
the Whittier Community Theatre's 
production of Ten Little Indians. She 
was nominated as "Best Actress" for 
her work as Mary in the Long Beach 
Little Theatre's presentation of Mary, 
Mary . . . Jane Maryoung '73 is now 
working in Thousand Oaks as Assist-
ant Chief Physical Therapist. She plans 
to participate in a Clinical Study Year, 
sponsored by the American Physical 
Therapy Association, to the Orient—
Philippines, China and Hong Kong—
leaving in May and returning to San 
Francisco in June . . . Janet (Ward) 
McDonald '73 is now an environmental 
information specialist with Jones & 
Stockes Associates. She completed her 
MS in ecology at UC, Davis in 1977 
and her MLA (Master of Library Sci-
ence) at UC Berkeley in 1979. 
Patricia (Hartunian) Simonian '73 is 
now teaching fourth grade in the 
Hacienda/La Puente School District 
and working for her Master's at 
Whittier. She and her husband, Glen, 
are expecting their second child in 
July . . . Laura (Christensen) Tran 
'73 is a Doctor of Chiropractic and 
Instructor at Los Angeles College of 
Chiropractic in Glendale, she also 
teaches anatomy, neurology and diag-
nosis at LACC. 
Dean Coleman '75 has been appear-
ing at Hollywood Actors Theatre in 
Collage. The subtitle is "Love Games 
for Two or Three Players," and it is 
a series of scenes featuring young 
actors on their way up . . . Arnold 
R. Koch '74 is now teaching and 
coaching at Springfield H.S. in Ore-
gon. The first year he was there (1978) 
his football team beat a team that had 
been undefeated for three years. 
Diane Darling '75 is now working 
for the State Compensation Insurance 
Co. in San Francisco . . . Gaylen 
(Griffenhagen) Roe '75 is working 
part-time with Alpha Beta Markets as 
a Home Economist in the Consumer 
Affairs Department. Her husband, 
Don, is one of the Ministers at the 
La Habra United Methodist Church 
Carlye (Clifgard) and Mike 
Vancott '75 spent their honeymoon in 
Australia. They now live in South 
Pasadena. 
Pamela (Hostetter) Wilson '76 is 
a home therapist in a program with 
Developmently Disabled, Infant Stimu-
lation and Early Intervention, in Eure-
ka. Husband Craig is supervisor of a 
shelter and workshop for Develop-
mently Disabled Adults. Their first 
child was born in August . . . "Ken" 
Hsiu Chuan Wan '76 is working day 
and night (S—G—S and teaching Eng-
lish to Japanese students). He has 
started a "Go English Conversation" 
class to meet the growing demand in 
Nishinomiya and hopes eventually to 
run a small private school. The present 
enrollment in his class is 53 students 
from three cities. 
Lynda (Sharp) Brand '77 is taking 
art classes. Her husband works for 
Lektronix in a new program called 
"Improvement Through Involvement." 
He specializes in teaching problem-
solving techniques to area managers. 
• . . Cathy (Burke) Caples '77 writes 
that she is office manager for Pierce 
O'Donnel's Congressional Campaign 
in the 22nd District. (Afraid this news 
is too late to get you any volunteers, 
Cathy.) Her husband, Pat, is currently 
a student at Whittier College School 
of Law—in May he too will qualify as 
an alumnus. They have two children, 
baby Margaret and 3-year old Matthew. 
• . Carol (Maud) and Jim Houser '77 
recently celebrated their first wedding 
anniversary. Carol has been promoted 
to the corporate position of Assistant 
Cashier—Operations of First City Bank. 
Jim's new title is Assistant Manager for 
the Zale Corporation. Carol sends 
greetings to all Palmers and "welcome 
back" from New Zealand to her little 
sister, Linda Pappas '78 
Kim (Pack) Kulak '78 has now sent 
the above picture of her three babes. 
From left: Melissa Margaret, Ben-
jamin John, and Alyson Marie. 
Mohamed Hayder Mushaikh '77 has 
formed the May Trading Company in 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, dealing in gen-
eral trade and public relations. Pre-
viously, Mahomed worked with the 
Ministry of Information in the Tele-
vision Broadcasting Program . 
Bill Pounders '77 is still in Fresno with 
CBS News. Recently he was heard in 
Los Angeles interviewing an inventor 
who has devised a special smasher for 
aluminum cans. 
Mary Jane Seymour '78 is currently 
a travel consultant with the Friendly 
Hills Center in Whittier. "Who knows," 
she writes, "I may be on my way to 
travelling and seeing the world the way 
I've always wanted." At the moment 
she's planning a trip to Greece. 
James P. Caipoulos '79 is now at 
Whittier College School of Law and is 
employed by Tasco Oil Company as 
a raw-material analyst. . . Elda Lopez 
'79 is still working on the space shuttle 
program with TRW, but keeps her eyes 
open for theatrical opportunities. Look 
for her in "Roughnecks," a TV Movie 
of the Week with Vera Miles and Harry 
Morgan, in which she portrays an His-
panic "lady of the evening"—a Mexican 
hooker!. 
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(Tomas Escamilla '74 was recently 
written up in the Fullerton News Tri-
bune by Eve Gumpel. The following 
is a condensation of that article.) 
Tomas Escamilla clearly recalls the 
promise he made to himself when he 
was 7 years old. 'When I talked," he 
said, "I wanted people to listen to me." 
He became a Sunday School super-
intendent, with authority over the 
teachers in his church when he was 
much younger than they and had the 
responsibility for delivering a number 
of Sunday sermons. 
Today, at age 28, Escamilla owns a 
successful car leasing company in Full-
erton, and is well on his way to becom-
ing a millionaire. 
Leasing is the wave of the future, 
according to Tomas, who employs a 
Beverly Hills marketing agency to plot 
future trends for him. 
Hs is confident that the coming 
decade will see most Americans doing 
their driving in leased cars—and his 
Gold Key Auto Leasing will be in on 
the ground floor. 
But it isn't the money that keeps 
Tomas constantly looking for new hori-
zons to conquer, "I don't care about 
money," he insists. "I care about ac-
complishments, about getting things 
done. 
"I come from a very poor back-
ground," he said. "When I was 8 or 9 
years old, I picked watermelons. I was 
a bracero with people from Tijuana." 
He couldn't even speak English when 
he started kindergarten, wearing clothes 
his mother made out of flour sacks. 
Today he speaks a flawless, un-
accented English, and he talks about 
business trends as though he were born 
to it. 
In high school, Tomas got involved 
in every available club, while still man-
aging to work in a nearby grocery store. 
After graduation, Tomas became a 
pharmaceutical salesman, then switch-
ed briefly to perfume sales. 
At the age of 24 he began working 
for Toastmasters. Lack of experience 
eventually proved too much to over-
come and Tomas left to find new 
worlds to conquer. 
This time he settled on insurance, 
but not as an employee. It took three 
months to earn the necessary licenses 
before he opened his own agency. 
Once again, lack of experience 
proved his downfall. A few mistakes 
left him penniless, and he started the 
long climb back to prosperity once 
again. This time he helped set up a 
Sears auto leasing operation in Beverly 
Hills, along with three other people. 
That lasted five months and was the 
only leasing experience Tomas received 
before opening his own agency. In be-
tween, he served as district sales man-
ager for a marketing company. 
This time, though, he is confident 
that things will work out. The company 
has been in business well over a year, 
and the balance sheets are looking good. 
Tomas has plenty of ideas on how to 
attract the middle America market he 
is seeking, and has already formulated 
plans to expand his operation to a 
series of service centers in another five 
or six years. 
"The way to attract this market is 
to create something called 'worry free 
leasing," he asserted. "An array of ser-
vices offered to customers that lowers 
their anxiety level." 
After all, he pointed out, "there's 
a certain frustration middle Americans 
have when they go to their car dealer 
to buy a car. Leasing takes the worry 
out of that." 
Tomas is convinced that "failure 
is disgusting. It's not tolerable and - 
excusable and should be avoide. at 
any cost." 
Which means, he said, "If you go 
into something, you go into it to win; 
a lot of people don't do that. They're 
there to do the job, but not there to 
become number one at it . . . Every-
thing I do, I gotta do 100%." 
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WCSL Alumni 
Margaret Anaya Tan '78 
(We want your news to share with your 
classmates and fellow alumni. Send it 
to Margaret Anaya Tan at 550 North 
Windsor Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90004) 
Noteworthy Items 
The Los Angeles City Attorney has 
at least five of our alumni on his staff: 
Richard Cates '76; Susan Pfann '79; 
Mablean Paxton '78;Art Walsh '79;and 
Gail Weingart'78. 
The Honorable Marvin Freeman, 
who recently retired from the Superior 
Court Bench and was a member of the 
WCSL faculty, is now the Dean of the 
San Fernando Valley University School 
of Law. 
Hugo E. Hill '70 is Presiding Judge 
of the Compton Judicial District Muni-
cipal Courts this year. Our best! 
Bob Danziger '73 is teaching Solar 
Energy Law at our illustrious Law 
School. . .judy Hanes '73 former pro-
fessor and assistant dean as well as an 
alumna, can now be found diligently 
practicing as house counsel for Ray 
Watts Construction. 
Florence Marie Guzman '75 accept-
ed the clerkship to Justice Arleigh 
Woods of the 2nd District, Division 4 
of the California Court of Appeal when 
her former judge, Justice Arthur Alar-
con was appointed to the 9th Circuit 
of the Federal Appellate Court. That's 
not all—Florence is also busy preparing 
lessons in Wills & Trusts which she is 
teaching at San Fernando Valley Uni-
versity School of Law. 
John M. Fentis '76 now has two 
offices—one in Long Beach at 100 E. 
Ocean Blvd. Suite 514, and the other 
in Carson at 450 Carson Plaza Drive, 
Suite A. Besides tackling Commercial 
Fish & Game cases (forgive the pun!), 
John's practice includes general civil 
and criminal law. 
Kenneth L. Powell '77 has become 
a partner in the Law Offices of Wells, 
Barbar and Sherlock, 1540 Wilshire 
Blvd., Ken says personal injury, med-
ical malpractice and products liability 
are his specialties. 
Troyce Henry '78 is moving her 
general practice to another location in 
the Woodland Hills area . . . Howard 
Illman '78 is getting married. Congratu-
lations to him! Good luck to the bride-
to-be, April Reichman! Or is it good 
luck to him and congratulations to 
her? The big day is May 18, and best 
of all, Howard and April will round out 
their family with April's 2-year old son, 
Jeffrey. They'll reside in the Valley, 
though Howard's practice will remain 
in Beverly Hills. 
Wendy Steele '79 is still at the 
London School of Economics where 
she's completing her graduate work. 
Oh, such fortitude! . . . Jeffrey Glover 
'79 also commands respect for his 
academic fortitute. He too is in the 
British Isles, studying at Cambridge. 
Births 
To Patricia (Thompson) and Dr. 
Frederick Harris '65, a daughter 
Amy Eve, December 7, 1979. 
To Adrian (Kennedy '66) and Ted 
Erler '66, a daughter, Emily Ann, 
April 3, 1978, and a son, Matthew, 
December 8, 1979. 
To Diane (McCarty) and Charles 
Laedlein '66, a son and first child, 
Robert Christopher, November 4, 
1979. 
To Margi (Stern) and Hank Janoski 
'68, a son and first child, Stefan 
Louis, June 1979. 
To Carolyn (Graves) and Martin Forte 
'69 , a second daughter, Tylene Hyo, 
December 7, 1979. 
To Margaret (Adams '71) and Loren 
DuPuy '70 , a second son, Matthew, 
December 23, 1978, a brother for 
Todd. 
To Chris (Jordan) and Bill Meathe '71 
a brother for Michelle, James Alan, 
November 14, 1979. 
To Jeni (Parker) and Joseph Booth 
'71, a daughter, Aimee Irene, June 
1, 1979. A sister for Claire (5) and 
Kenny (3). 
To Julia (Larkin '71) and Andy 
Robinson '71 a daughter, Julia, 
a sister for Christopher, November 
26, 1979. 
To Gayle (Tuttle '72) and Leo 
Camalich '70 a daughter and sister 
to Nicole, Erica Ann, February 10, 
1980. 
To Laurielynn (Jackson) and Scott 
Barnett '72 , a daughter and first child, 
Allison Haneen, October 15, 1979. 
To Christine (Reel '72) and Eric 
Nelson '72, a son, Jeffrey Donald, 
a brother for Scott, July 26, 1979. 
To Janice (Navone) and Guy De 
Marco '73, a daughter, Francine Terese, 
December 24, 1979, a sister for Paul 
Rosario (3). 
To Debra (Pitman) Feely '74 and 
her husband, Jerome, a son and 
first child, Jeffrey Alan, January 
2, 1980. 
To Carol (Blumer '74) and Gene 
Snook '75, a son and first child, 
Scott Robert, January 21, 1980. 
To Pam and Rex Grigg '76, a son, 
September 13, 1979. 
To Pamela (Hostetter) and Craig 
Wilson '76, a daughter and first 
child, Erin Grace, August 12, 1979. 
To Catherine (Burke) and Pat Caples 
'77 a daughter, Margaret Kathleen, 
June 29, 1979, a sister for Matthew. 
Marriages 
Lois Carter '53 to Archie J. Hardy, 
February 16, 1980. 
Bertha Lares to Calvin Simon '57, 
September 21, 1979. 
Clelia Kennedy '68 to Roger Danford 
Lion, April 7, 1979. 
Laura M. Christensen '73 to Dr. Tuan 
A. Tran, August 1977. 
Janet Christine Ward '73 to Richard 
McDonald, December 1973. 
Carlye Clifgard '75 to Mike Vancott, 
July 28, 1979. 
Dorothy Jean Blaha '78 to Robert 
James Pendleton '77, December 23, 
1979, in the Memorial Chapel. 
In Memoriam 
1917 Evelyn (Walters) Best, 1979. 
1925 Nettie Ellen Denning, 1979. 
1925 Kenneth 0. Doty, December 
18, 1979. 
1926 Charles F. Eckels, February 
20, 1980. Survived by his 
wife, Ethel D. (Koontz '35) 
Eckels. 
1927 Yvette (Rambaud) Pilario, 
February, 1980. 
1928 Donald R. Blackman, Decem-
ber 7, 1979. 
Ralph W. Peel, January 21, 
1980, of a heart attack. 
1932 H. T. Henderson, September 
27, 1973. 
Ruth Alice (Williams) Stokes, 
October 5, 1979. 
1954 Arnost Jancar, July 8, 1976, 
of lung cancer. Survived by 
his wife and two children. 
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1950 
Dean H. Akin 
John R. Anderson 
Windon G. Arens 
Robert Gordon Baker 
Charles Andrew Ball 
Paul Banker 
David Keith Baxter 
Robert F. Benoit 
Virginia Anne Betz 
Albert Eugene Bliss 
Truman Preston Brewster 
Roy Carter 
Mary (Crawford) Whitman 
Robert V. Curtis 
Meryon (Dillinger) Chapman 
Norma Jean Dingle 
Ben Frank Doke, Jr. 
Katherine Bullard Dougherty 
Frank Rudolph Fahnestock 
Rita (Farrer) Knowles 
Monna Kay Ferguson 
Richard Michael Galvez 
Robert W. Gartin 
Richard A. Hart 
Charles L. Hitt 
Marjorie A. (Homer) Hone 
Ruth (Housler) Jones 
C. Del Hungerford 
Landis (Johnston) Merrill 
Earl Kelso Kelley 
Robert L. Kesler 
Marilyn (King) Philip 
Paul William Lawhorn 
Barbara Ann LeGrand 
Bill V. Lovelady 
Hugh S. MacCoIl 
Yorimi Matsumoto 
Troy A. McClure 
Robert M. McNamara 
Maile Kay (Metzler) King 
Harry L. Morris 
Jack Mounts 
Lowell Petterson 
Robert Plank 
Virginia Jo PoIson 
Jerry H. Rouzer 
Harold Eugene Seal 
Donald Shaffer 
George Corlett Speer 
Larry A. Stanfield 
Charles H. Storing 
Jack B. Stutesman 
Richard T. Thompson 
Darlo W. Walton 
Margaret (Way) Gauger 
Sally Jeanne (Webster) 
Anderson 
Paul L. Winsor 
Robert Lester Witt 
Walter Arthur Witt 
Paul David Wofford 
Craig Barrett Wright 
Oscar Dean Wright 
1951 
Donald Sprogle Adams 
Marsden Earl Albright 
Ella (Bachkova) Mustoe 
Mary (Bleming) Dyer 
Lorenzo Gartano Bonazzola 
Loralee (Boone) Kendall 
Sherman Boring 
Barbara Ann (Brown) Grimm 
William Arthur Brown 
Victor George Burgard 
Paul H. Caldwell 
Ray W. Caldwell 
Shirley Irene Carroll 
Eugene G. Carson 
Howard L. Case 
Ronald W. Chapman 
Thomas John Clagett 
Jack Harold Cooper 
James H. Copeland 
William 0. Craven 
Robert W. Davenport 
Murl S. Davis 
Harry Derbyshire 
Richard E. Elias 
James Nathan Elliott 
James S. Engstrom 
Paul Albert Erickson 
Robert Miller Fredrickson 
Evelyn (Frost) Smith 
Harriet Elizabeth George 
Rollie 0. Giles 
Marguerite (Gilliam) Tuthill 
Gloria Deane Goslin 
Brian Downing Gregory 
Frederick Daniel Grundeman 
Janet Ruth Gudgell 
Dorothy Jean Hall 
Margaret (Hall) Westfall 
George E. Hartshorne 
Delbert A. Heil 
Arthur Lee Hicks 
Dorothy Jean (Johnson) 
Bench 
Barbara Ann Jones 
James C. Kennedy 
Eduardo Arenas Keys 
Frances (Kulzer) Simonin 
Do You Know Where They Are? 
We have no addresses for the following alumni in our 
files. If any of their classmates can let us know how 
to contact them we will be most grateful. We listed 
missing alumni from the 1950's onward in the last 
issue and will repeat their names in the next. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
on your recent 
 	 Spectacular Success  
	 Completion of the Marathon 
 	 Winning the Irish Sweepstakes  
	 Acceptance of the Nobel Prize 
 	 Award for Most Valuable Player in the Office  	 Survival of the Ten Meter Jogathon 
 	 Promotion  
	 Acquisition of a grandchild 
If you qualify for at least one of the above, and would like to share 
that information/award/cash/pleasure with us, we'd love to hear 
from you. Drop a note, with or without a check, and we'll share it 
with your fellow alums. 
Send one or both to the Editor, THE ROCK, Whittier College, 
Whittier CA 90608, and, once again, congratulations! It couldn't 
have happened to a more deserving Poet! 
1955 Ellen 	 Squires, 	 February 	 2, 
1980. 
1961 Virginia (Reed) Daniel, October 
19, 1979, from cancer. 
Survived by her sons and her 
former husband, Lynn Meister 
1956 Vera (Blankenbaker) Burroughs 
August 24, 1979. 
  
1963 Suzanne 	 (Jones) 	 Meister, 	 of 
cancer, 	 December 	 1, 	 1979. 
'63. 
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Donald W. Kyhos 
Gwen (Lamson) Mulholland 
Berle Amos Landerman 
Edward John Loftus 
Otis M. Lytle, Jr. 
John Robert Mawhinney 
Mary Lee (Christian) Molnar 
Joy (McKillop) Craig 
Robert Bruce McRae 
Geraldine U. McWhorter 
Louis Washington Miles 
Milderd (Moore) Barnett 
Lee (Munson) Nelson 
Jeanete (Ofsthun) Congdon 
Robert David Peirce 
Edward H. Powell 
Margaret H. Rice 
William H. Richardson 
Margaret E. Richards 
Ellen Louise (Robinson) 
Poletti 
Marilyn L. (Robinson) Rands 
Motoi Satomi 
Cassie Marie (Smith) Heddens 
Donald K. Sorsabal 
Shirley Claire Starrett 
Joanne St. Louis 
Bonnie Jean (Strang) Skiff 
Amos L. Strawhun 
Joy C. (Stute) Elwell 
Maxine (Sutter) Taylor 
Anne F. Thompson 
John Nicholas Toly 
Julian C. Wells 
Catherine Elizabeth Wickman 
John A. Wilfong 
Donald Winn 
Williston Wirt, Jr. 
Glenn A. Wood, Jr. 
Roland J. Worthy 
Connie (Wurst) Noll 
Herbert M. Yorba 
Elizabeth L. (Zilla) Eggleston 
1952 
Carita (Ackerman) Knapp 
Joe Othon Barron 
Richard L. Barton 
Harris Thomas Bengtsson 
Roland P. Bergeron 
Sara Huntington (Blake) Hunt 
Barbara Jean Bolton 
Janet Claire Boone 
Arthur Boske 
Clayton E. Briggs 
Raymond Francis Brow 
Clarence E. Brown 
Henry Fletcher Burmann 
D. Elizabeth Butler 
Frances Ruth Carter 
Nadine Anne Castor 
Nancy Nedra Clark 
Doris Cottingham 
George Bruce Cottrell 
Russell W. Cuthbert, Jr. 
Ralph Allison Davis, Jr. 
Gretchen JoAnn Dilbeck 
Madeline (Dreesman) Palmer 
Patricia Ann Duke 
Doris Jeanne Egan 
Joan Marie Epp 
Charles Claude Faught 
William E. Florcyk 
Louise Bertha Ganz 
Charlotte (Garrett) Vansell 
Helen Marie Geladas 
Bernard M. Gilbert 
Robert W. Gregory 
Fred Charles Harrison 
Luella (Callan) Hartman 
Janet Kathryn Howell 
Jean S. Imamura 
Mance Cal Jackson 
Robert L. James 
Adreon Beauton Johnston 
Mary Carolyn Jones 
Donald Martin Jones 
Winna Sue Kimmick 
Ivan J. King 
Robert Jiro Kobayashi 
George ALbert Lambell 
Billy Clyde Love 
Marilyn (Lundeen) Lombardo 
Isabelle (Maniscalo) Weis 
Everett W. Matzigkeit 
Margaret (McClelland) Boese 
Elizabeth (McKinnan) 
Chenney 
Donald Merker 
Janet Elizabeth Meyer 
Robert M. Miller 
John Charles Mitchell 
Alice Louise Needham 
Marie (Neely) Moreland 
Robert S. Nickeri 
James Stephenson Ober 
Max Patterson 
Jerry P. Porter 
Diane L. Puls 
Nancy (Ranger) Chapman 
John McVenn Ranson 
Miriam Ruth Rayburn 
Pedro Jauregui Reyes 
Edgar Reynolds 
John F. Schofield 
Ramona (Sellars) Hofmann 
Dora May Julian Spencer 
Virginia Anne Stevens 
Sarah (Streeter) Harrison 
Donald Malcolm Tanner 
Joan Helen Tilton 
Joanne Carol (Walton) 
Watson 
Donna Jean Wild 
William Raymond Willard 
Gloria Ann Woolaver 
Robert Milton Worthy 
1953 
Andrew Otis Austin 
Walter L. Ayling 
Marcella (Baird) Sowers 
Margaret Lois Barnett 
Beulah (Basten) Leiskar 
Janice Sue (Beecher) Westfall 
Howard William Billeter 
Betty Jo (Block) Sanditz 
Jeanne Ellen Bolton 
James Edward Brady 
Ernest Walter Brees, Jr. 
W. Elaine Burgess 
Janice Lorriane Chavers 
Phyllis Lea (Christensen) 
Gatson 
Edward Thomas Clark, Jr. 
Barbara Jean Crawford 
William Jack Cross 
Fred E. Davis 
Billie Sandra Dinwiddie 
James Cory DiPeso 
Barbara Joan Drake 
Bonnie Lee Ellington 
Jay D. Fair 
Keo (Fisher) King 
Kenneth James Freese 
Doris (George) Sharp 
Marjorie May Gibson 
William Adelbert Hackett 
Mildred Elizabeth (Hall) 
Adams 
Merna Louise Harris 
Wayne H. Harris 
Phyllis (Ho)Wong 
John E. Huffstutter 
Mary Ella Hundley 
Bruce Kilborn Hurlbert 
Janet Elizabeth (Janke) Kirby 
Astrid Louise Jensen 
Virginia Elaine Kurth 
Carolyn Anne (Logan) Morris 
Marlene (Macfarlane) Averre 
Robert L. Major 
Robert Oren Martin 
Walter Henry Mattke 
Lois Lynn McCullem 
Marilyn (McSween)Leckman 
Douglas Clare McSweeney 
Donald S. Miller 
Stephen George Mioch 
Mary Frances Neston 
Henry Lowell Nichols 
Joyce Louise (Polley) Naegle 
Welson G. Powers 
Barbara Grace Reel 
Joyce Dolores Reynolds 
Marcie Rogers 
Ross W. Rohn, Jr. 
Ronald Raymond Salo 
Alice Ann (Sawyer) Bauer 
Sylvia Ann Scarborough 
Marjorie Ann Scholl 
Frances B. Sheddan 
Hazel La Verne (Sheldon) 
Lent 
Joyce (Sherburne) 
Stradtlander 
Donald Richard Sherinian 
Roland Robert Spencer 
George Herbert Steels 
Nancy Ann Shaw Sutton 
Leo R. Vallee 
Mary Jane (Viall) Boudrias 
Norman Walker 
Arlene E. Woods 
Regina T. Zirkelbach 
1954 
James Floyd Ackley 
David M. Allan 
George V. Blankenbaker 
Barbara Ann Bowman 
Thomas Elmer Brentnall, Jr. 
Darilyn J. (Brock) Dustin 
Barbara (Bullard) Forcella 
Marie (Carlson) Johnson 
Alvin M. Clark 
Lela Winifred Combs 
Yoland Eugenie de Fere 
LeRoy Glen Eisenbise 
Wesley E. Ellis 
Shirlty Ruth Fishke 
Patricia Jane Fitzpatrick 
Joyce (Fleming) Whittemore 
Blair Christensen Gibbons 
Suzanne E. Graeflin 
Sally Jo Anne Griffith 
Humberto P. Gurule 
Margery (Hands) Josephson 
Fay Annette Hewitt 
Carl Raymond Johnson 
Robert Lee Johnson 
Robert Lee Kohlbush 
Kolene Kruse 
Ann Lorent Larkin 
Diane Lau 
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Barbara G. Leishman 
Ross Lewis 
Nancy (Lillibridge) Buchner 
Rudolph B. Meoli 
Azalene Adele Middleton 
Orson J. Morgan 
Arthur D. Norcross, Jr. 
Barbara Lee (Owen) Weir 
David Peel 
Edmund M. Pencin 
Helen Leigh (Potts) Wood 
Geraldine (Ross) Wagner 
Ernest L. Sahagun 
Harvey DeWitt Smith 
Patricia (Spaulding) Huffman 
Carla C. (Tower) Christie 
Anne C. Trueblood 
Owen Keith Tucker 
Thomas James Voelkel, Jr. 
James Minor Watson 
Louis Fred Wickser, Jr. 
1955 
Virginia Lee (Allen) Phillips 
Elizabeth Bacon 
Loren R. Barber 
Denise Diane Barrows 
Robert C. Beach 
Roger L. Becker 
Fay Bowen 
Laura Lee Bowie 
Edward E. Boyd 
Julian R. Bradford 
Sallie Ann Brown 
Susan Ann (Brumley) Stone 
John Casias, Jr. 
Helen 	 (Cieslinski) Cheney 
Yi Suk Choo 
Roderick L. Cookus 
Walter Scott Davis 
Carolyn (Drain) Watilo 
Janet (Fisher) Ellis 
Patricia Lynn Fox 
Ethel (Frame) Wynn 
Phyllis (Freeman) Lipstrap 
N. E. Haack 
Eskaleen (Hammond) 
Alexander 
Patricia K. (Hanbery) Kellogg 
Patricia Jean Hart 
Robert Paul Hayden 
Lawrence Eugene Hayes 
Winifred (Heth) Exelby 
Carolyn Hill 
Joan Vivian (Hooper) Dube 
Joan Louise (Joyce) Greggans 
Betty Mae (Kaylor) Luce 
Viviane (Larson) Webber 
Vivian (Low) Paiva 
Bruce J. Martin 
G. Duane McKinney 
James L. McKrell 
Thomas C. McLean 
Nancy J. (Miller) Adams 
Myra Catherine Mills 
Marley Grace Moe 
Robert D. Odle 
0. Janeice (Payne) Cummings 
Tony F. Pena 
Beverly Kay Penfield 
Anthony Philip Persi 
Axel J. Petersen 
Ruth Lillian (Phillips)Njust 
Norman Eugene Prock 
James Martin Pullman 
David Keith Puls 
Diane Grace Raymond 
Mildred (Roberts) Wolvin 
C. Louise (Smith) Herr 
Carol (Stevens) Walker 
Nancy J. (Talley) Hale 
Marshall E. Thorsen 
Herman Nelson Trumper 
Judy Lee (Ulrich) Freeman 
Raymond L. Wallner 
Jeanne (Webster) Bradbury 
Marjorie A. (Wilkin) Haack 
Marie Babette Wisbar 
Jane Anne Wood 
Mary Ellen (Wright) Scott 
Jeanette B. (Zurcher) Winn 
1956 
William Muirhead Adams 
Carole Elaine (Adair) 
Nusbaum 
Winnifred (Aubrey) Knighton 
Rhea Babbit 
Lois (Barnett) Patterson 
Phillip Y. Black 
Silas Henry Burnham 
Ruth (Carter) D'Ange!o 
Carolyn (Coleman) Penning 
Albert H. Cough 
Patricia Ann (Davies) Morris 
Mary Elaine (Davis) Grable 
Walter Scott Davis 
Robert Deatrick 
Virgil D. DeLapp 
Charlotte Dierking 
Katherine J. Donald 
Joseph P. Donoho 
Beverly (Dowen) Moeller 
William Dube 
Gail Ann (Elliot) Chamberlain 
Arthur Dean Gosch 
Suzanne (Graeflin) Cornell 
Milton K. Hans, Jr. 
Lois (Harding) Schofield 
Barbara A. Hardy 
Marilyn A. Harrison 
Ruth Mary Hart 
Annice DaVee (Haugh) 
Ancona 
Mary Louise Heiken 
Virginia Hixson 
Frank Stan Hubert 
Diana Marie Hulich 
Marian (Humphrey) Davidson 
Elaine J. Hungerford 
Claire C. Johnson 
Joyce (Jones) Harris 
William C. Jouvaenat 
John J. Kincel 
Kenneth N. Kleist 
William B. Kountz, Jr. 
Arthur L. Lindberg 
Tom Wayne Long 
Wells A Macoy 
Carole Joan Matthiessen 
Frankie Marie McWilliams 
Lois (Miller) Winslow 
MacBee Mills 
Johnnie Allen Moore 
Marilyn Gay Moore 
Ray Mooshagian 
Theo Mueller 
George Robert Neff 
Walter I Niebrzydowski 
Patricia (Padgham) Graff 
Rita (Paris) Cowell 
Robert W. Pease 
Patricia Anne Phillips 
Sharon Leann Poorman 
Lucinda Powell 
Janet (Prather) Foote 
Valerie (Price) Bourland 
Walter F. Reiss 
Arthur L. Reynolds 
Eileen (Roche) Stone 
Barbara (Roney) Gilbert 
Norman E. Ryerson 
Evelyn (Sayles) Gunn 
Margaret (Starner) 
Spriesterbach 
William Stephens 
William MacKenzie Stratton 
Nicholas Z. Street 
Mary (Supina) Sutherland 
Keiji Taki 
Donna Kay (Thomas) Tabb 
Dale M. Waldbilig 
Shirley R. Walton 
Nancy Ann (Weaver) Piirto 
Ian Whyte 
Albert Deane Williams 
Doris Jean Williams 
Edna Mae Williams 
Donafred (Woehner) Shuman 
Agnes S. Wood 
Ronald Keith Woodward 
1957 
Carole E. Adair 
Alice (Barnes) Spruance 
James Morris Boeker 
Sally A. Brainard 
Dolores (Bredahi) Roach 
Mary LaVerne Christy 
Robert E. Collins 
Derrell D. Conner 
Shirley Ann Davis 
Janet Ruth Dixon 
Albert Dominguez 
William E. Dorgeloh 
Adrienne Douglas 
Patricia (Eastman) Graham 
Barta Hope (Edey) Johnson 
John R. Ehrle 
Charles H. Exelby 
Georgia (Frame) Dover 
Thomas S. Garrett 
Marcus A. Gartner, Jr. 
John T. Gibbons 
Virginia Grace Goble 
Phyllis (Greenhaigh) Short 
Joseph Theodore 
Gudmundsson 
Charles Paul Hasley 
Jerome T. Holland 
William Lee Holmes 
Marilyn (Hunter) Blake 
Florence Ann (Hury) 
Jackson 
Audrey Carolyn Johnson 
Thomas Byrnes Jones 
Clarence H. Kieselhorst 
Barbara (Lentz) Taylor 
Daniel McCaughna 
James Alexander Moore 
Danny Myers 
Dorothy Louise Ogan 
Robert Alan Malone Peters 
Atis V. Petersons 
Ruth (Pettigrew) Bollier 
Marilyn (Pugh) Kalabsa 
Natalie Tistich 
Ann Catherine (Robertson) 
Root 
Richard LeRoy Salberg 
Frank J. Sekeris 
Janet Carol Smith 
Verlyn Wayne Stalians 
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Mariko Nunokawa Tajima Nancy Louise Gresham Carol Ellen Roberts Linda Gail (Cox) Bradley 
Patricia (Thomsen) Pingston Charles F. Gritzer Kay Ivry Rue Alice Fuller (Dixon) Layne 
James D. VerSteeg Robert Michael Hall Mary Ann Russ Richard Thorval Ellis 
M. Virginia Watson Richard B. Haller Lorna D. Russell Nancy Sue Galloway 
Reginald Allen White Michael John Newton Hillman Louis Dickson Saffels Douglas Leroy Hall 
A. Janet (Winfrey) Adams Carol Ann Hume Beverly Lee Lloyd Smith Edna Greenup Jamison 
Marilyn (Wyatt) Harlan George D. Jenkins Judith Maribel Spengler Norma Jean Kettle 
Janet (Yarnold) Lewis Vera Carol Johnston Alvin M. Tanabe Dorothy Poole King 
Donna Jean Jones Miriam (Thien) Hubbert Karen (Land) Stalians 
1958 
Barbara Y. (Klink) Thomas 
Helene Carol Krasnow 
Joan Tomlinson 
Penelope Marion Vaughn 
Steven K. Lawton 
Jack MacLellan 
Donald K. Alford Wilma Jean (Little) Gritzer Albert Waldinger Joseph Matich 
Maxine Lee Andre Margot Andrea Long David Westsmith Max McCartney 
Dennis Lloyd Bambauer Robert Lavelle Looper Sherman E. Whittington Thomas McCreary 
Frances Margaret Barnes Ann (MacCubbin) Chapman Wilma Lois (Wiley) ladder Mary Jane Moore 
Gayle (Bittermann) McGough Marilyn (Mathew) Castlebery Anita Berneace Wilson Dianna (Nielson) Nilsen 
William Tibbets Black Margaret (McDonald) Hays Joan (Wolfenden) Thompson Steve Paulson 
Ronald Lee Boostrom Leonard Metz Sharon Jane Wright Shirley (Redmond) Evers 
Carletta Anne Brandt Patsy Jane Miller Jane Reiko Yoshihara Robert G. Rees 
Margery Brown Joan Mae Newman Philip A. Rue 
Susan Clare Cartmell 
Mary (Champion) Coffelt 
Marilyn Aika Okawa 
Charlotte Headrick Owens 
1959 Patricia R. Sax 
Sue Spencer 
Kenneth Class Frank W. Patterson, Jr. Irene (Alba) Young James Sturgeon 
Gladys Maudevelyn Cox Nancy Lee Pearce John Russell Bates Faye Ruth (Voss) Harris 
Willard Max Dollard Robert Baird Peterson Richard A. Bourne Sandra Lee (Warren) Hayes 
Geraldine 0. Foye Patricia A. Philips Henry Boutell David A. Young 
Harvey Paul Garcia Donald Griffith Renner Karen Kathleen Broman Delores (Young) Jackson 
Dorree Lee Graham Edwin Neill Richards Robert Bruce 
OA.12 
(continued from page 10) 
twenty-one new birds were banded, and in 1979 
twenty-two new members joined the colony 
and fifty-seven others returned. 
Depending on weather conditions, the 
Whittier swallow "families" return at the same 
time as those in Capistrano, during the first two 
weeks in March. Some 50-60 pairs nest in the 
Science Building and last year some came back 
to Platner Hall, while yet others found new 
homes in the Library eaves. 
Building their nests of mud, the pairs must 
find a location near water, and in recent years, 
as irrigation has become more widespread in 
Southern California, they have taken up residence 
in the freeway overpasses between Los Angeles 
and San Francisco, arriving in March, breeding 
in April, raising their nestlings in May and 
departing in mid-July. 
The students who are part of the cadre of 
swallow-watchers at Whittier need patience and 
resolution. Much time is spent just waiting and 
watching, occasionally with a successful outcome,  
perhaps more often without obtaining any valuable 
results. The postgraduate ambitions of these 
students attest to their determination. Warren 
Hanson points to Mireya Ortega '79, who was 
admitted to the School of Veterinary Medicine at 
U.C.Davis; Greg Hammann '78, who is studying 
for his Master's in Oceanography at Oregon State 
University; and Hal Richardson '78, who has 
gone on to medical school at Temple University. 
Beautiful as they are in flight and useful in 
their control of insects, particularly mosquitos, 
swallows are far from tidy in their personal habits 
and a few years ago there was concern over the 
accumulation of white droppings around the 
Science Building. A fiat was delivered. The nests 
were to be destroyed. The swallows were to be 
expelled from the academic world of Whittier 
College. 
Once again the Californian romance with the 
forerunners of Spring took hold. Nearly 400 
students signed a petition asking that the nests 
be allowed to remain and the investigation into 
the birds' living patterns continued. So, with 
the proviso that students accept the responsibility 
for cleaning the area, the swallows continue to 
arrive at Whittier, as at Capistrano, in the first 
days of Spring. 
D.L. 
Banding a swallow in 1979. 
Itiireya disentangles a bird /oiii the ;iet. 
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James Avison - 
New Vice President 
Whittier College welcomes a 
new Vice President for College 
Advancement—James 0. Avison. 
Making the announcement, 
President Mills said: "It gives me 
great pleasure to know that Mr. 
Avison has accepted this appoint-
ment. His qualifications for the 
position are exceptional and I 
look forward to a long and close 
association with him." 
Mr. Avison comes to Whittier 
from Carroll College in Waukesha, 
Wisconsin, where he served as 
Vice President for Development, 
a position he had previously held 
at Hampden-Sydney College in 
Virginia and, from 1966-76, at 
Grinnell College in Iowa. During 
the decade of his tenure as Vice 
President at Grinnell, that college 
was successful in increasing the 
endowment from $11 million to 
$29 million and major grants were 
received from such prestigious 
foundations as Ford, Rockefeller, 
R. K. Mellon and other philan-
thropic institutions. 
For some years Mr. Avison was 
a member of the fund-raising and 
public relations firm of Marts & 
Lundy of New York City and 
Canton (Ohio), and while there 
completed a number of capital 
campaigns for several different 
colleges, hospitals and churches, 
including Wofford College (South 
Virginia) and Randolph—Macon 
Men's College in Ashland. 
Talking informally with mem-
bers of the College Advancement 
Department when he was on cam-
pus in March, Mr. Avison describ-
ed himself as a "workholic" who 
nevertheless found time to jog 
five or six miles each day in the 
early hours of the morning. He 
also enjoys playing squash and 
handball and working as a volun-
teer on community projects. 
A graduate of the University 
of Richmond, Mr. Avison saw 
service as a Squadron Leader in 
the 158th Regimental Combat 
Team in the Pacific Theatre. He 
and his wife, Isabelle, have three 
daughters. LI 
Mark Hatfield 
On Campus 
Sponsored by the Religious 
Life Committee, the Honorable 
Mark Hatfield, United States Sen-
ator from Oregon, was the third 
speaker in the annual American 
Religious Life Experience series. 
Answering questions on var-
ious topics, the Senator enuncia-
ted his disapproval of draft regis-
tration and encouraged his audi-
ence to speak out against it. He 
spoke of the SALT treaty and 
the delaying tactics we have con-
stantly employed, and touched 
briefly on the Afghanistan and 
Iranian situations. 
Speaking of inflation, Mark 
Hatfield commented that this 
was a world-wide problem, tied 
in with the way the government 
spends money as well as the 
amount it spends. Although he 
believes in a strong military sys-
tem, he said this could not be 
achieved through the accumula- 
tion of military hardware. "A 
dollar spent on military hardware 
is the least productive of dollars," 
he said. "A federal tax dollar 
spent on education, reclamation, 
or reforestration becomes a 
multiplier." 
He referred to the fact that 
there is a spiritually-based value 
system that we have eroded over 
the years as our consumption and 
materialism has overcome our 
spiritual sensitivity. Too much 
money is being spent for what 
we're getting in goods and ser-
vices, he said, and he advocated 
productivity councils to bring 
labor, management and the public 
together to set norms, goals and 
principles. 
The Senator stated that the 
size of the Federal Government is 
part of our fiscal problem, saying 
that we have bestowed eternal life 
upon our federal programs and 
bureaus and should impose limita-
tions. "I believe in eternal security 
in theology," he said, "but I 
don't in politics." 
The Senator's main topic 
was "Private Faith and Public 
Life." He stated there were three 
very obvious, yet very profound 
forces that have become vital to 
our life and to the life of the 
entire globe. 
"In the first place," he said, 
"remember that it took about a 
billion years for the world popu-
lation to reach one billion, which 
it did in 1830. One hundred years 
later, in 1930, we had two billion 
people on the earth. In 1960 the 
figure had reached three billion, 
and in 1976, four billion. By 1980 
it is estimated there will be six 
billion people on this planet. 
"Now it is obvious there are 
many millions of starving people 
on the earth. Such people grow 
desperate and do desperate things. 
The countries where hunger is 
manifest are now obtaining nu-
clear material. They are no longer 
12 
far removed from us. They are 
virtually in our back yard." 
The second factor he men-
tioned was that we are becoming 
aware that we live on a finite 
globe, with finite resources. He 
quoted increasing shortages and 
cost of petroleum products as an 
example, saying they bring vividly 
to light the fact that we exploit 
and waste materials as if we had 
infinite resources. 
Senator Hatfield stated there 
were 13 basic raw materials and 
minerals on which our super in-
dustrial machine depends. In 
1900 we only had to import 50% 
of the supply of three of such 
materials. By 1960 this had in-
creased to six. By 1985 it will 
have increased to nine out of the 
13 of which we may have to im-
port possibly 10001o. By the year 
2000, at the present rate of con-
sumption, the Senator pointed 
out, there will be 12 of the 13 
basic materials and minerals for 
which we will be dependent upon 
other parts of the globe. "We 
have created," he said, "a throw-
away ethic and are totally obliv-
ious of the simple fact that the 
pie is getting smaller and the de-
mand is getting larger." 
Hatfield stated as the third 
factor our creation of a constant-
ly increasing capacity to destroy 
the whole world. "We wonder, 
sometimes, if there is any other 
way," he said, "yet this year the 
world recognized a very wonder-
ful Saint of God as the winner 
of the Nobel Peace Prize. I re-
member, some five years ago," 
he continued, "when I met Moth-
er Teresa, that I was astounded 
by the magnitude of the problem 
of trying to minister to the poor 
that she had been called upon by 
God to do in the streets of Cal-
cutta. I asked her if she ever be-
came discouraged," he went on, 
"and her reply was that God had 
not called her to succeed, only to 
be faithful. 
"When I wrote her a letter of 
congratulations on the award," 
the Senator said, "she wrote back 
saying 'Pray for me that I not 
loosen my grip on the hand of 
Jesus even under the disguise of 
ministering to the poor.' 
"We have become so in-
volved with a success-oriented 
culture," Hatfield stated, "that 
somehow we have to have a guar-
antee that a project is going to 
succeed before we're willing to 
commit ourselves. 
"God has not called a Christ-
ian community, nor a Judeo-
Christian community to success, 
but only to be faithful to the 
teaching of the prophets and of 
the gospel. 
"To me, that is the Amer-
ican heritage the opportunity to 
live by that light today and to give 
that light not only to our own 
people, but to the whole world." 
Stephen Brush 
Nixon Scholar 
In March, the distinguished 
science historian, Dr. Stephen G. 
Brush, was the Nixon Scholar on 
campus. 
Editor of the A inerican Journal 
of Physics, Dr. Brush is the author 
of The Kind of Motion We Call 
Heat: A History of the Kinetic 
Theory of Gases in the 19th Cen-
tury (published in 1976), and 
The Temperature of History: 
Phases of Science and Culture in 
the 19th Century (published in 
1978). 
Dr. Brush met with students 
and faculty and discussed the re-
search and teaching that have 
taken him through the history of 
the solar system and earth, the 
earth's composition, interactions 
and conflicts between different 
fields of scientific inquiry, ex-
planations of nature, and the 
interconnections between cultur- 
al, social and scientific ideas and 
discoveries. 
On March 11, the College and 
the general community were priv-
ileged to hear a talk on "The Sec-
ond Scientific Revolution, 1800 
—1950" in the Faculty Center. 
Dr. Brush is a professor in both 
the Department of History and 
the Institute for Physical Science 
and Technology at the University 
of Maryland. A graduate of Har-
vard and Oxford, England, he has 
been a post-doctoral Fellow at 
Imperial College in London and 
has served on the staff of the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
of the University of California 
and as a lecturer and researcher 
at Harvard. LII 
Filmmaker 
Guest of 
Whittier Scholars 
Sponsored by the Whittier 
Scholars Program, the noted cine-
matographer Haskell Wexler, was 
on campus in March. 
In addition to joining faculty 
and students for informal dis-
cussions, Wexler gave an illustra-
ted public presentation showing 
how his filmmaking and personal 
views go together. 
Born in Chicago, Wexler re-
ceived his academic degree from 
UCLA and during World War II 
was in the Merchant Marines. Al-
ways interested in photography, 
he started making amateur docu-
mentaries after the war and has 
since become known as a cinemat-
ographer, producer and writer. 
His films Who's Afraid of Vir-
ginia Wolf? and Bound for Glory 
both won Academy Awards, as 
did the documentary Lii'ing City. 
Among his recent credits are 
American Graffiti, One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo's Nest and Corning 
Home. E 
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New Addition To 
Quaker Collection 
Librarian Phil O'Brien recently 
received a valuable addition to the 
Quaker Collection at the College. 
The History of the Rise, In-
crease, and Progress Of the 
CHRISTIAN PEOPLE called 
QUAKERS, Intermixed with 
several Remarkable Occurrences 
is described as having been "Writ-
ten Originally in Low-Dutch by 
William Sewel and by himself 
Translated into English. Now Re-
vis'd. Publish 'd with some Amend-
ments. London: Printed and Sold 
by the Assigns of J. Sowle, at the 
Bible in George-Yard. Lombard-
Street. 1722. ". 
Speaking of the new addition, 
presented to the College by for-
mer President Richard M. Nixon, 
Dr. O'Brien said: "This is as fine 
a copy as I have seen of an early 
Society of Friends book. This 
almost 250-year old acquisition is 
as fresh as the day it was printed. 
It is enclosed in a finely made so-
lander box made especially for it. 
A magnificent folio volume. The 
first edition of this work in 
English." 
William Sewel (1654-1720) 
was the son of Jacob Williamson 
Sewel (a free citizen and surgeon 
of Amsterdam) and Judith Zinz-
penning. His paternal grandfather, 
William Sewel, a Brownist of Kid-
derminster, emigrated from Eng-
land to escape religious persecu-
tion, and married a native of 
Utrecht. 
Sewel spent 25 years in prepar-
ing this history, which was his 
principal work. It was first pub-
lished in Amsterdam in 1717. The 
English edition, dedicated to King 
George I, is remarkable as the pro-
duct of a writer who had only 
spent ten months in England. It 
was largely undertaken to cor-
rect the misrepresentations of a 
publication which came out in 
1695, Historia Quakerianna. El 
Directory Phone 
Phase To Begin 
Beginning soon, the Bernard C. 
Harris Publishing Company, Inc., 
will make phone calls to all those 
alumni with known addresses in 
order to verify the information 
to be printed in the directory 
tentatively slated for release in 
late 1980. At the same time the 
telephone representatives will 
invite alumni to order personal 
copies of the volume and ask if  
they are interested in advertis-
ing space. 
This is a follow-up step to the 
two questionnaire cards sent to 
all alumni on our mailing list. 
If you have not received your 
questionnaire, please contact the 
Alumni Office immediately. 
The directory will provide a 
complete listing of all living 
alumni with current addresses and 
will include a biographical sketch 
on each alumnus/a with name, 
class, degree(s), residence address 
and phone number, and business 
or professional information where 
available. It will also contain a 
short section on the history of 
Whittier College. 
Since the cost of the directory 
is self-absorbed through sales and 
advertising, these requests are 
made by the Harris Company with 
the complete approval of the 
Alumni Board. 
In this way we are able to make 
the book available to alumni at 
no cost or obligation to the Col-
lege and, as a by-product, the 
Harris Company provides us with 
completely updated alumni re-
cords. LI 
Alumni Board 
Notes 
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Mills host-
ed the Whittier College Alumni 
Association Board at their third 
meeting of 1979-1980 in the 
President's home on Summit 
Drive. 
A new Homecoming format 
was the big discussion, with the 
emphasis on a more intimate 
grouping of alumni during that 
time. Activities Chairman Helen 
(Wittman) Smith '52 and her 
Committee are busy locating pri-
vate homes to host the 5-year 
groups of alumni after the foot-
ball game that afternoon. 
Vince Fraumeni '69 and his 
Admissions Committee have 
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been busy cooperating with the 
Admissions Office finding homes 
of alumni willing to serve desserts 
and talk to prospective students, 
as well as helping with Career and 
Campus Days. 
Dante Marinelli '76 and his 
Student Relations Committee is 
planning another Senior Class 
Wine and Cheese Party to be host-
ed by the Alumni Association 
prior to Commencement. 
Two Alumni Impact Meetings 
were held during the month of 
January, one in Palm Desert, host-
ed by Harry and Mildred (Hatch) 
Phillips '35 at the Pomona First 
Federal Savings and Loan Com-
munity Room, the other hosted 
by Gerald and Genevieve (Joy) 
Bruce '37, was a meeting at the 
American Savings Community 
Room in Hemet. Both affairs 
were attended by Alumni Presi-
dent Susie Roberts '67; Dick 
Thomson '34, Alumni Direct-
or; Newt Robinson '37, Associ-
ate in Planned Giving; and Dr. 
Eugene Mills. 
Homecoming this year will be 
Saturday, November 8, and will 
feature the traditional Homecom-
ing Parade, starting at 9:30 am; 
Society Brunches, starting at 
11 am; the Whittier vs Occidental 
Football Game in Memorial Sta-
dium at 1:30 pm; and 5-year 
gatherings at private homes start-
ing at 4:30 pm. 
The Class of 1930 is planning 
a 50th Anniversary celebration 
with a luncheon in the Richard 
Ettinger Faculty Center on Com-
mencement Day, May 31. LII 
11-9-5 Club Is 
Big Asset To The 
Athletic Program 
With their 1979-80 Term 
coming to an end, the 11-9-5 
Club stopped to summarize their 
achievements, which included a 
Football Barbeque, nine Football 
Luncheons following the game 
every Monday, a Basketball Bar-
beque, the establishment of the 
Whittier College Athletic "Hall 
of Fame," a "Coaches in the 
Field" Bean Feed, and a monthly 
newsletter. 
In addition, the Club publish-
ed three schedules for the fall, 
winter and spring sports, and 
bought trophies for the most val-
uable players and the captains of 
each sport. 
Wrestling trophies were pur-
chased for the Annual Wrestl-
ing Tournament, sponsored by 
the Club, which brings schools 
from all over Southern Califor-
nia to compete. 
A much-need pole vault pit 
cover was a gift of the Club to 
the Athletic Department for the 
newly refinished track in Mem-
orial Stadium. [III 
This Summer 
At Whittier - 
Elderhostel! 
If you are sixty or over, or have 
a friend, parent, or grandparent in 
that age group, then ELDER-
HOSTEL, a unique educational 
experience is available to you and 
other older citizens at the Col-
lege this summer. 
Inspired by the youth hostels 
and folk schools of Europe, Eld-
erhostel is for elder citizens on 
the move—not just in terms of 
physical movement and travel—
but in the sense of reaching out 
to new encounters. It is based on 
the belief that retirement does 
not mean withdrawal, rather that 
the later years should be viewed 
as an opportunity to enter and 
enjoy new experiences. 
Founded in 1974 by Martin P. 
Knowlton and David Bianco, two 
men who share a love of travel and 
adventure, Elderhostel consists of  
a national network of colleges and 
universities which offer low-cost, 
one-week residential academic 
programs for older citizens. Each 
week-long program is limited to 
30-40 elders, who study without 
having to take exams, do home-
work or earn grades. In addition 
to the courses, a wide variety of 
extra-curricular activities, includ-
ing field trips and recreational 
sports are offered to participants. 
In the four years since its incep-
tion, the program has caught on 
throughout the country, and in 
1979 over 13,000 individuals 
were enrolled in 235 institutions. 
The session at Whittier will 
last from June 8 through June 14 
and will include classes in Yoga; 
Solzhenitsyn: the Ideas and Poli-
tics of Political Dissent in Russia; 
and New Religious Movements in 
Contemporary America. 
If you are interested, why not 
contact the Academic Dean at 
(213) 693-0771, Ext.204. El 
Phonathon Off 
To Good Start 
Dr. Eugene S. Mills, President of 
the College, makes the first call 
kicking off the 1979-80 Pho-
nat/ion, a major fund-raising 
effort being conducted by 
Whittier College this year. As of 
April 1,82% of the goal had been 
reached. 
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What's Happening 
Margaret Anaya Tan '78 
Some of the alumni have been 
away from the "Halls of Ivy" for 
quite a while and have no idea 
what's happening on our campus, 
the Ross McCollum Law Center. 
To begin with, finalization of 
ABA accreditation entails one last 
inspection. That was done this 
March. If you'll look back, you'll 
note the process only began in 
1978, when WCSL received its 
provisional ABA grant. The 
normal period for obtaining full 
accreditation is three years. Dur- 
ing that time, a school goes into 
high gear to upgrade its facilities 
while ABA monitors. That's just 
what WCSL has done and we have 
thus far established a successful 
ABA standing as a result. 
To digress a moment. It should 
probably be mentioned that per- 
haps in achieving this success, 
another important matter was 
affected—the Bar results. 
Not only were the recent law 
graduates disappointed, but the 
old alumni as well as the faculty 
were and are very concerned. So 
much so that the faculty has for- 
med its own investigative com- 
mittee, chaired by Associate 
Dean and Professor Harold L. 
Quadres, with Professors Howard 
W. Foss, Beverly Rubens Gordon 
and Harvey Levin. 
The Alumni also have formed 
their own committee, which is 
being chaired by Elaine Wilson 
'77. If you want to become a 
member or share your particular 
concerns, you can reach Elaine at 
her Arcadia offices. From Los 
Angeles call (213) 681-0474, or 
from the San Gabriel area (213) 
574-1890.Remember, the com-
mittee cannot operate without 
your help. 
These committees are not being 
formed to point fingers; we can't 
without having all the facts first in  
any case. And those facts will 
probably require more fingers 
than are on one hand. Further, 
such pointing would and should 
only be done in a constructive 
and not a critical manner. After 
all, everyone only truly wishes 
success to our Bar examinees. 
As far as the initial matter—
ABA accreditation—the Bar re-
sults will not affect this. Transi-
tions are realistically expected to 
create some turmoil. It was just 
unfortunate where the effect 
occurred. However, positive re-
sults will soon emanate again. 
As a matter of fact there should 
soon be positive results from the 
Dean's Search Committee, chair-
ed by Professor Warren H. Cohen, 
which includes Richard Cates '76, 
1979 WCSLAA President, ex 
officio; Professor Thomas A. Dia-
mond; the Honorable Edward J. 
Guirado, Judge (retired) and a 
member of the WC Board of Trust-
ees; Professor Beverly Rubens 
Gordon; Dr. John H. Neu, Pro-
fessor; and Neil Steiner, 1979 
SBA President. They have been 
meeting continually to review 
applicants. The importance of 
the results being understood, we 
know the decision will be most 
thoughtful and not rushed. We'll 
let you know when we know. 
One thing we know for sure 
is that the decisions made by all 
these hard-working committees 
will be followed by the WCSL 
application for full accreditation 
in February 1981. Our next move 
will then be to apply to the Amer-
ican Association of Law Schools. 
We've come a long way and we 
haven't stopped yet! LII 
Second Annual 
Health Law 
Conference on 
WCSL Campus 
WCSL is again co-sponsoring a 
Health Law Conference, along  
with the Health Care Law Sec-
tion of the Los Angeles County 
Bar Association. Last year we 
were one of the first to coordi-
nate an event of this nature in 
Southern California. Professor 
Joanne Stern still remains at the 
helm as chairperson. 
The conference is scheduled 
as an all-day event for Friday, May 
2. The Keynote Speaker will be 
the Honorable Henry A. Waxman, 
United States Congressman, 24th 
District, California. He will bring 
his expertise to us as Chairman 
of the House Subcommittee on 
Health and Environment. 
The program will include Ed-
mund Edelman, Los Angeles 
County Supervisor from the 3rd 
District, who will speak on the 
Los Angeles County's Health Sys-
tems Agency. Mr. Edelman also 
is an adjunct professor of Law at 
WCSL. 
Further topics will cover how 
to Affect Health Care Systems 
through legislation; the effect of 
Health Maintenance Organiza-
tions on the medical costs to the 
consumer; and new develop-
ments in Antitrust which affect 
the medical practitioner. 
To make reservations or for 
more information, call Tricia 
Hiemstra, conference coordinator 
at the School, (213) 938-3621 
Ext. 62. LI 
A Message From 
James H. Watkins, 
President 
of WCSLAA 
Since the merger of Whittier 
College and Beverly School of 
Law, the Law School Alumni 
Association has experienced a 
rapid growth in numbers and pro-
jects. To cope with this and with 
the growing pains accompanying 
it, requires many volunteers. 
In order to channel and co- 
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ordinate these volunteers effec-
tively, the Association establish-
ed seven standing committees as 
mentioned in the last ROCK. To 
refresh your memories I'm listing 
them again with a notation on 
each. 
The Student Alumni Relations 
Committee is intended to pro-
mote those contacts between the 
future alumni and the Association 
The projects under consideration 
by this Committee are externsl'iip 
programs and placement. 
The Alumni Specialty Roster 
Committee has as its purpose the 
development and publication of 
a periodical listing all of the a-
lumni members by their area of 
expertise. Such a roster has been 
frequently requested by alumni 
wishing to refer cases. 
The Membership Committee is 
involved in promoting and im-
proving communications among 
the alumni themselves, as well as 
between alumni in the School. 
The Program/Special Events 
Committee is responsible for the 
scheduling and planning of the 
various events throughout the 
year. These include the State Bar 
Luncheon, the installation of the 
alumni officers, and other social 
events. 
The Scholarship Committee 
has as its purpose the raising of 
funds for scholarships for the law 
students at Whittier. 
The Faculty Alumni Relations 
Committee is concerned with pro-
moting the context between the 
alumni and the present faculty of 
the Law School. This is the Com-
mittee that sponsored the success-
ful event you read about in the 
last issue, the Alumni/Faculty 
Get Acquainted gathering. Similar 
events are being planned for the 
future. 
Finally, The Media Publicity/ 
Communications Committee has 
the all-important function of pub- 
licizing and informing the mem-
bership, the school, and all other 
interested parties of the Whittier 
College School of Law Alumni 
Association and its projects. This 
Committee coordinates with all 
the other committees in the de-
velopment of their projects. 
As is obvious from the above, 
there is a lot of work to be done. 
However, it is not necessary that 
one be able to contribute months 
or weeks to a project. What is 
needed is a contribution of a few 
hours by volunteer members. 
Consequently, any alumnus or 
alumna interested in volunteering 
even an hour or two to one of 
these committees, should contact 
me either in care of the Law 
School or at my office in care of 
Stern, Baranov & Watkins, a Pro-
fessional Corporation, 2029 Cen-
tury Park East, No. 2610, Los 
Angeles, CA 90067. if any mem-
ber, at any time, has a question 
regarding the Association or any 
of its activities, I would welcome 
phone calls at (213) 557-0636. 
With your assistance, we can 
build an even more active and re-
sponsive Alumni Association. LII 
Mark Your 
Calendars 
The California State Bar has se-
lected the lovely location of Mon-
terey for its annual conference. 
The dates are September 26 to 
October 1, 1980. You could com-
bine business with the pleasures 
of a seaside town noted for its 
superlative restaurants and beau-
tiful scenery. 
Your Alumni Association will, 
of course, host its annual lunch-
eon. We'd love to see you. Final-
ization of details is still in the 
works. We'll keep you informed. 
However, we'd like to know how 
many of you are interested in 
being there, so please call Jim 
Watkins at (213) 557-0636. 
REMEMBER ! TURN TO THE 
"OLD ACQUAINTANCES" TO 
FIND OUT ALL ABOUT YOUR 
FELLOW ALUMNI. 
Apologia! 
In the last issue of THE ROCK 
we printed a picture of the "60 
Minutes" show in which Harvey 
Levin appeared. We inadvertant-
ly omitted the name of the 
photographer. We give it now 
with apologies—Suzanne Murphy. 
HAVE YOU 
MOVED? 
We must pay for each magazine 
that is returned to us for lack 
of the proper address. If you 
have moved, or plan to do so, 
please help us by filling out the 
form be/ow and returning it to 
the Alumni Office, Whittier Col-
lege, Whittier, CA 90608. 
Name 	  
class 	  
New Address 	  
City 	  
State 	  Zip 	  
Thank you! 
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IVa;ii I\ielso,i, co;iference record winner. (Photo: Daily News) 
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Men's 
Basketball 
After four consecutive cham-
pionship seasons, Whittier Col-
lege's basketball team stepped 
aside to permit a new winner to 
ascend the throne. 
Occidental College not only 
snapped the Poets' record 48—
straight SCIAC wins, but also 
realized its first title since shar-
ing the 1976 crown with Red-
lands and Whittier. 
The Poets didn't lose a con-
ference game from 1977 through 
1979 and won their first five 
games in the 1980 campaign be-
fore yielding to Oxy. 
Coach Dave Jacobs simply ran 
out of blue chip basketball play-
ers and the Poets were relegated 
to a share of third place with 
Claremond—Mudd (8-4). The 
University of Redlands took sec-
ond at 9-3. 
It was lack of consistent shoot-
ing which hurt Whittier most of 
all. Jacobs' club shot only 47.3 
per cent from the field, fourth 
best of the conference schools. 
In free throwing, the Poets were 
dead last at 55.3 per cent. 
Only in rebounding did they 
excel. Stan Tolliver was the 
SCIAC's No. 2 man, averaging 11 
per game. Ken Brown finished 
fifth at 8.5. Junior point guard 
Doug Martin led the conference 
with 7.4 assists per game. 
Junior Chris Macrorie was fifth 
in the SCIAC infield goal, shoot-
ing with 56 per cent, and senior 
Tom Hunter was ninth in scoring 
Tolliver and Martin were cho-
sen by the coaches on the second 
all-conference team. 
p Swiniming 
The strongest delegation of 
swimmers to represent the Col-
lege participated in the NCAA 
Division III men's nationals at 
Jefferson, PA. 
Coach Bruce Brown took a 
group of nine mermen to the east-
ern finals, including Scott Penn, 
Goran Jern, Dave Milosch, Pat 
Matthews, Jeff Neufeld, Kirk 
Thomas, Kip Kolodjiewski, Gary 
Benson and Stan Kushy. 
The qualifiers came as a result 
of the Poets' second place show-
ing in the conference meet, dom- 
inated as usual by Occidental with 
577 points. Whittier accumulated 
450 to move ahead of Claremont-
Mudd (418) ,Pomona-Pitzer (157). 
Caltech (115), and Redlands (5 6) 
trailed, in that order. 
Brown's dedication and energy 
to elevate Whittier's swim pro-
gram has finally achieved results. 
In the conference meet, host-
ed by Whittier, Matthews was 
successful in establishing records 
in both the 100 meter breast-
stroke (59.66) and the 200 
meter breaststroke (2:10.50). 
He also was fifth in the 50 free-
style. 
Go ran Jern, a mid-year transfer 
from Sweden, placed second to 
Matthews in the breaststroke 
races after setting an SCIAC 
record in winning the 200 meter 
individual medley. 
Scott Penn, who won the 1650 
freestyle, added a fourth in the 
500 freestyle and fifth in the 200 
freestyle. Stan Kushy and Gary 
Benson were Whittier's other blue 
ribbon winners. Benson won the 
50 freestyle in conference record 
time of 21.34, while Kush took 
the 100 backstroke and finished 
third in the 50 freestyle. 
The quartet of Kushy, Jern, 
Matthews and Milosch set a con-
ference meet mark of 3:38.76 to 
win the 400 medley relay. 
Two Whittier women qualified 
for national competition at Mead-
ville, PA. Nani Nielsen won the 
200 individual medley with a con-
ference record of 2:18.09 and was 
second in the 500 freestyle and 
1650 freestyle. 
Tori Scollon also was a record-
breaker in the 50 freestyle at 
25.45 and she was second in the 
50 and 100 freestyle. 
Pomona-Pitzer coasted to the 
championship with 663 points, 
followed by Claremont (270), 
Redlands (231), Whittier (230), 
Occidental (210) and Caltech 
(153). LI 
Women's 
Basketball 
The Lady Poets continued to 
set a consistent standard for losing 
basketball games. For the third 
straight year, they went 0-10 
in the conference and had last 
place all by themselves. 
Beset by injuries to key players 
all season and losing another at 
mid-year, the Poets were no 
match for anybody in the confer-
ence, won as usual by Occidental. 
Whittier's only solid performer 
was junior Claudia Schalchlin, 
who placed fifth in the SCIAC re-
bounding at 10.7 per game and 
10th in scoring with an average 
of 12.2 per game. LII 
Kathleen Cordes, the Lady 
Poets' third different coach in 
three years, saw the improvement 
develop from their first practice 
session in December, but still not 
enough to beat anybody. LI 
New Career 
For Coach? 
Aubrey Bonham, long time for-
mer basketball coach, has been 
taking a Creative Writing course 
at Cabrillo College (Aptos, CA). 
One of his stories, "Skunk River 
Boys in the Watermelon Patch," 
was accepted by Good Old Days 
a magazine published in New 
Hampshire. III 
Jacobs To Coach 
In China 
Whittier's very popular bas-
ketball coach, Dave Jacobs, left 
for Taiwan in May, having been 
asked by the Basketball Associa-
tion of the Republic of China—
BAROC—to spend most of that 
month training their National 
Team for the Jones Cup Inter-
national Basketball Tournament 
which they will host from May 10 
through May 22. He will also hold 
basketball clinics for junior team 
players and coaches throughout 
Taiwan during intervals in the 
Tournament. 
In 1978 the Whittier team 
finished second in the Jones Cup 
and made many friends for the 
College, in addition to acting as 
"ambassadors of sport" in Taipei. 
Claudia Schalchlin grimaces in 
pain after injuring her ankle in 
the final game of the season 
against Scripps—Claremont Col-
lege. Claudia led the Lady Poets 
in scoring and rebounding. 
(Daily News photo by Raleigh 
Souther.) 
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From the Bookstore 
MUG-20 oz. white ceramic with gold lettering 
	  $7.50 
MUG-12 oz white ceramic with gold lettering (not shown) 	  $5.00 
COFFEE MUG—white ceramic with gold lettering 	  $3.00 
ASH TRAY—white ceramic with gold lettering 	  $1.29 
Postage and handling (mugs) add $1.00 per item; (ash tray) add 50 cents per item. 
California residents add 6% sales tax 
Make check payable to: 
WHITTIER COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
7214 S. PAINTER AVENUE 
WHITTIER, CA 90602 
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